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PREFACE
Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) is a diverse region in Bangladesh in terms of
topography, ethnicity, language and culture. The ecosystem of this area
is rich in biodiversity. The rich ecosystem provides important services
which are essential for economic development, environmental
protection and ecological sustainability both in CHT itself and other
regions of Bangladesh. The unique ecosystem is facing the threat of
climate change like other regions of Bangladesh. Environmental
degradation due to anthropogenic activities is another dilemma in CHT
that is intensifying the vulnerability of people. As a result, the people of
Chittagong Hill Tracts are experiencing erratic rainfall, heavy rainfall
events leading to landslide, drought and flash floods.
People living in remote and inaccessible geographic areas are isolated
from the mainstream locality of the country. The people of these hard to
reach areas are still not aware about the consequences of climate change
due to limited access to education and awareness campaigns. Most of
the tribal communities are depending on crop agriculture for their life
and livelihood where women are playing a vital role. The vulnerability of
women in CHT is much higher than other region due to their intimate
involvement with climate dependent agriculture sector.
This study has attempted to identify current climatic condition of CHT,
socio-economic condition and vulnerability of people living in CHT and
their level of understanding on climate change and associated
adaptation to cope with the changed situation. It has given emphasis on
understanding the impact of climate change on the life and livelihood of
CHT people. It also tried to understand institutional arrangement,
present initiatives by government and NGOs and gaps in relation to
address climate change in CHT. The study is expected to be beneficial to
academics, students, policy makers and practitioners for taking further
initiative to tackle climate change impacts in Chittagong Hill Tracts.
Manusher Jonno Foundation (MJF) is happy to publish this study,
supported by SIDA under the project titled “Strengthen civil society &
public institutions to address gender based violence & build community
resilience to adapt climate change”. MJF also welcomes constructive
observation on this study in the future.

Shaheen Anam
Executive Director
Manusher Jonno Foundation
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
This study is commissioned by Manusher Jonno Foundation (MJF), with financial support from Swedish
International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA), and strives to understand climate change
trends and impacts in the life and livelihoods of people in the Chittagong Hill Tracts region (CHT). This
will lay the foundation of a development project designed to promote a context-specific, eco-system
friendly and climate adaptive agricultural and livelihood practice in the hilly regions of Bangladesh.
Three major focuses of this study are – 1. to understand the current climatic situation and trends in
Rangamati, Bandarban, and Khagrachari hill districts and climate change impacts on different sectors
including biodiversity and agricultural practices; 2. to identify adaptation mechanism of the
community, NGOs, CSOs and government institutions to climate change impacts; and 3. to review
policies and identify a set of recommendations for policy advocacy.
Bangladesh is located at the tail end of the fragile Ganges, Brahmaputra, and Meghna delta and is the
most tropical cyclone-prone country. The hilly and coastal areas of the country are the most susceptible
to myriad environmental stresses. Climate change makes the situation even worse. Landslide is the
most common environmental stress across the Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT). Human activities such as
deforestation, jhum cultivation, commercial timber harvesting, and hill cutting have made the slopes
unstable. Intensity and magnitude of cyclones have increased over the last couple of decades. Rainfall
pattern in the rainy season (Asar and Sravan month) has changed noticeably, which has shrunk job
opportunities of poor people in monsoon and has become one of the main reasons for occasional
starvation.
The climatic impact on culture and heritage of the CHT people is not an easy conclusion to draw. This
study strives to explore this from the everyday life of CHT people, particularly minority ethnic groups.
This study also examines national policy landscapes, such as the Seventh Five Year Plan (2016-2020),
National Adaptation Programs of Action (NAPA) Bangladesh Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan
(BCCSAP), National Adaptation Plan (NAP) initiatives, and so on.
The design of this study accommodated a mixed-method approach, including structured questionnaire
surveys, semi-structured interviews, focus group discussions, key informant interviews, observations,
informal inquiries and so on. The idea was to understand the problem of peoples’ everyday lives. All the
data enumerators were recruited from CHT’s diverse ethnic groups who have sound knowledge on local
cultural sensitivity, several years of social research experiences in the region, fluency in local languages
and dialects. The study was designed and pretested by a group of experts on livelihood, climate change,
disaster management, meteorology, agriculture, and sociology, and later was vetted by MJF. In terms of
data collection, a major focus was to accommodate ethnic and livelihood diversities, maximum possible
geographical coverage, all relevant stakeholders including local elites, elected local representatives,
government officers from different administrative bodies, development agencies and so on. Collected
data were verified and validated through triangulation approach. Besides, data on agricultural
production and extreme event were overlaid against climatic data, obtained from satellite data and
records from the Bangladesh Meteorological Department (BMD).
On completion of data collection, the team coded answers from the survey (structured) questionnaire
as required for analysis. After data entry and cleaning, the research team collated, synthesized and
analyzed the gathered data. Relevant data was disaggregated by sex, age, location, educational
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background, class. Besides, a comparative analysis between primary and secondary data was
conducted where necessary. While the quantitative data was recorded in terms of their numeric values,
some of the qualitative data were also be converted into quantitative ones using semantic differential
or Likert scales. Time series plot, Correlogram and Unit test (Augmented Dickey Fuller test) was
conducted to find out the stationarity of seasonal rainfall, temperature, sunshine hour, humidity and
wind pressure data for each district. As the climatic variables are stationary, trend analysis (for example,
linear, quadratic and exponential models) was used based on model selection criteria, such as MAD
(Mean Absolute Deviation) and MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error).
Over the last several decades CHT has been undergoing huge infrastructural development, land-use
change, forest, and biodiversity degradation, which altogether have negatively impacted on overall
environmental setting. These are being matched with weather variabilities and other adverse elements
of climate change. There are four prominent climatic seasons in Bangladesh: winter (December –
February), pre-monsoon (March-May), monsoon (June–September) and post-monsoon
(October–November). Analysis of heavy rainfall indicates that the frequency of heavy rainfall (≥89 mm)
in Bandarban is decreasing annually. Data from Monsoon (dry spell ≥3 and ≥4) demonstrates a trend
towards increasing temperature. In winter the annual decrease was observed for wet spell more than 1
and 2 days. In Khagrachari, Data from Monsoon (dry spell ≥3) demonstrates a trend towards decreasing
temperature. In winter the annual decrease was observed for wet spell ≥1 and annual increase was
shown in wet spell ≥ 2 days. In Rangamati, Data from Monsoon (dry spell ≥3 and ≥4) demonstrates a
trend towards decreasing temperature. In winter the annual decrease was observed for wet spell ≥1 and
annual increase was shown in wet spell ≥ 2 days. These results very well match with what people have
been experiencing in the CHT in their lifetime. These changes have had negative impacts on household
agricultural production, access to water for drinking and domestic use, job loss, and exposure to myriad
environmental challenges as documented below:


Exposure to landslides in recent years surfaced significantly in the discussions in some areas.
Landslides are often linked with heavy downpours and land-use change. Extreme climatic
conditions damage local infrastructures like roads, culverts, and bridges. The influence is higher
in Khagrachari region. Damage in local infrastructure causes problem in communication and
crop sales that leads to low-income generation. Infrastructure damages mainly caused loss of
business in Khagrachari and constrains access to other important basic services, such as health
and education.



The most prominent issue appeared to be the loss of agricultural production and deaths of
livestock across the region.



Over the last decade, residents from Bandarban Sadar, Lama, Khagrachari, Lakkhichori, and
Naniarchar are experiencing loss of livelihoods. They are paying higher prices for seeds and
fertilizers. People of Rangamati Sadar talked about rising temperatures, business closures, and
general income loss.



CHT women often get engaged in activities, such as, to work on agriculture, livestock, day labor,
job, fetching water and sewing. These jobs have been affected by extreme events.



In summary, across the CHT, over the last several years, people are recognizing an ever-shrinking
winter season. The uneven seasonal change also occurs in three regions. Thunderstorms are also
increasing day by day. The temperature is increasing as well. Continuous heavy rainfall with
thunderstorms causes landslides. In recent years the total rainfall is reduced in the rainy season
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and the temperature in summer is rising. Unplanned agricultural practices and excess use of
fertilizers are polluting the environment, negatively affecting insects, amphibians, reptiles, and
aquatic life. Illegal felling is another important issue. People are responding to mounting
environmental challenges at different levels. Such as:


People are buying climate-resilient varieties for agricultural production.



NGOs are advising people about tree plantation and income diversification. However, not all
areas are under such adaptation services. For example, in Rangamati Sadar, informants could not
name any organization that is providing risk-related services.



Development agencies are also supporting disaster response through providing disaster risk
reduction training, necessary equipment, building cyclone shelters and so on. Early warning
services are not very well coordinated in CHT. Besides, only cyclone early warning is
disseminated, whereas other environmental stresses such as dry spells and heavy rain remain out
of their radar. There are mobile messaging services for early warning which are slowly emerging.
Television is the most common medium for receiving early warnings, but this is not a medium
which everyone has access to.

In search of livelihood
© Anashua
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Introduction
1.1 Background
Manusher Jonno Foundation (MJF) needs a thorough understanding of the climate change trends and
impacts in the Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) regions so that they can contribute this knowledge to their
wider project titled “Strengthen civil society and public institutions to address combating gender-based
violence and build community resilience to adapt climate change”. The project is supported by Swedish
International Cooperation Agency (SIDA), the expected outcomes of the project are:


Women leaders, men, and boys act to improve Gender Based Violence (GBV) situation in targeted
locations through promoting gender equality and the protection of women’s human rights;



Communities, especially women are resilient to climate change impacts and natural disaster in
three climatic and environmentally vulnerable areas - Coastal, Riverine Charland and Chittagong
Hill tracts (CHT) in Bangladesh;



Public institutions respond effectively on GBV and climate change issues through improved
cooperation with civil society organizations.

The Project is promoting a context-specific, eco-system friendly and climate adaptive agricultural and
livelihood practice in the Coastal, Char, and hilly regions of Bangladesh which was ensured climate
resilient agricultural practice, different livelihood options for women and reduced specific vulnerabilities of women related to violence, livelihoods, health, water, and infrastructure. The voices and opinions
of poor and vulnerable women from coastal, char, and hilly regions were increasingly heard and
discussed at both national and international level. Moreover, awareness at all levels, especially among
men and boys was increased regarding violence against women and child marriage. They were able to
protest and prevent violence against women.

Life of Women in CHT
© Wasiur Rahman Tonmoy
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The main objectives of this assignment are to;

Understand the current climatic situation and trends (variables and extremes) in Rangamati,
Bandarban, and Khagrachari hill districts;


Understand climate change impacts on different sectors including biodiversity;



Understand climate change impacts on agricultural practices;



Assess the risk and vulnerability of the communities of Chittagong hill tracts due to climate
change impacts according to their social categories and capabilities;



Identify the community’s adaptation to climate change and further needs;



Understand ongoing adaptation and mitigation initiatives by NGOs, CSOs and government
institutions;



Assess institutional arrangement, gaps, and capacity building needs (customary and formal) to
support community adaptation, DRR and mitigation measures; and



Review policies related to climate change and DRR in CHT and identify a set of recommendations
for policy advocacy.

Other than being one of the project outcomes, the understanding of the climate change impact and
trend in the Chittagong Hill Tracts lies on the vulnerability of that area due to climate change. The
location of CTH makes it more vulnerable to the climatic impacts from the rest of the regions of the
country. To get a clear picture on the overall climate change data trend and scenario the study on
“Climate Change Trends, Situation, and Impacts in Chittagong Hill Tracts of Bangladesh” was conducted
by Consiglieri Private Limited (CPL) for the Manusher Jonno Foundation (MJF). This was done by a group
of specialists, experts and academics who have vast experience of working on environment and climate
change related issues. The study report can also serve as the purpose of an academic research paper.
Demographic and socio-economic information of the CHT study area
Khagrachari District: Considering particular regional context, the total population of the Khagrachari
district is 614,000 (among them 314,000 is male and 300,000 is female) including 133,792 households.
About half of the population (46%) is literate.
The economy of Khagrachari district is predominantly agricultural and hence highly exposed to the risk
of climate change. Out of total 116,475 holdings of the district, 89,333 (76.70%) are farms and remaining
23.30% are nonfarm holdings such as wholesale and retail trade, manufacturing, hotels and restaurants,
etc.1 Despite the growth of agriculture activities, the non-farm holdings play an important role by
creating employment (mostly low wage seasonal employment) for the households. Farm-holdings
produce varieties of crops, namely, local and HYV rice, wheat, vegetables, spices, pulses, oilseeds, maize,
and others.
The annual average temperature of the district varies from maximum 34.6°C to minimum 13°C and the
average annual rainfall of the district in 2011 was 3031 mm. The study team used the BMD data2 for
analyzing the trend of the climatic situations of the project areas. Weather data (particularly
temperature and precipitation data) of the past 40 years was looked into and analysed extreme events,
such as seasonal variability of highest, average and lowest temperature and rainfall, dry spells, erratic

1
2

District Statistics 2011, Khagrachari
www.bmd.gov.bd
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Scenic view of CHT
© Anashua
rainfall, length of persistent pouring, rainfall regime shift, and so on, using ‘R’ program.3 The trend
helped to link this with change in biodiversity, agricultural practices, land use, environmental stresses,
peoples’ everyday life, and so on in the CHT.
Bandarban District: According to 2011 District Statistics for Bandarban district4, 388,335 inhabitants
living in Bandarban district in 80,102 households. Among them, 203,350 are male and rest 184,985 are
female. The literacy rate is lower in Bandarban (32%) compared to Khagrachari district.
Resembling other CHT areas, the economy of Bandarban is largely agricultural. Out of total 63,744
holdings of the district, 71.26% are agriculture farm holdings that produce varieties of crops, i.e. Local
and HYV rice, wheat, vegetables, spices, cash crops, pulses, oilseeds, maize, and others. Besides crops,
livestock, forestry and fishery are the main sources of household income. Out of 4479.03 sq. km. area of
the district, forest, and riverine areas occupy about 2730.48 sq. km. (60.96%) and 3.16 sq. km. (0.07%)
respectively.5 Non-agricultural activities in Bandarban district are still sparse. In regards to temperature
and rainfall, the annual average temperature of the district varies from maximum 37º C to minimum
12.5º C. Annual average rainfall is 3031 mm.
Except for the year 2010 (2813 mm), the volume of rainfall increased over the past few years. In 2008 and
2009 the amount of rainfall was 3543 mm and 3299 mm respectively. In 2011, the volume of rainfall
increased to 4411 mm which is about 57% higher than 2010. This dramatic change in the intensity of
rainfall in Bandarban district can be one of the signs of drastic climate change.
Rangamati District: After Khagrachari district, Rangamati is the second largest region in terms of
population within CHT. Estimated number of populations in Rangamati district is 595,979. Male
population accounted for 313,076 while the other 282,903 are women. Nearly half of the population
(49.7%) are literate.6
The economy of Rangamati is largely dependent on agriculture. Out of total 108,263 holdings of the
district, 74.10% are farms7 that produce varieties of crops namely local and HYV rice, wheat, vegetable,
cash crops, and others. Besides crops, livestock, forestry, and fishery are the main sources of household
income. The district is very rich in forest resources. The status of non-farming activities in the district is
rather low. The annual average temperature of this district varies from maximum 36.5°C to minimum
12.5°C and annual rainfall in 2011 is 2673 mm.
3
4
5

6
7

www.r-project.org
District Statistics 2011 Bandarban
Faruque, M. O., Uddin, S. B., Barlow, J. W., Hu, S., Dong, S., Cai, Q., ... & Hu, X. (2018). Quantitative ethnobotany of
medicinal plants used by indigenous communities in the Bandarban District of Bangladesh. Frontiers in
pharmacology, 9, 40.
District Statistics 2011Rangamati
http://www.fao.org/3/x6906e/x6906e04.htm
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Theoretical Framework
Bangladesh is one of the most vulnerable countries in the world to climate change and its associated
environmental stresses. The flat topography, low elevation and climatic features, combined with its
population density and socio-economic environment, making it highly prone to many natural hazards,
including floods, droughts, cyclones, and earthquakes. The country is located at the tail end of the
fragile delta formed by the Ganges, Brahmaputra, and Meghna Rivers and more exposed to tropical
cyclones than any other country8. The hilly and coastal areas are most susceptible to disaster;
significantly Chittagong Hill Tracts9. A study of Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology
(2014) shows that a sharp cleavage of rainfall trend might be observed in the Chittagong Hill Tracts
(CHT) soon.
Landslide is the most common environmental phenomenon in the Chittagong Hill Tracts regions, which
comprises around 12% of the total area of Bangladesh.10 The mountain topography of the country is
also vulnerable to earthquake, waterlogging, and flash flood. On top, human activities also influence
climatic hazards in the hilly regions.11
The silty clay component of soil makes Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) more vulnerable to landslides.9
Human activities such as deforestation, jhum cultivation, and hill cutting have made the slopes
unstable. Since rain directly falls on hilly deforested slopes, it washes away the loose earth and triggers
landslides. In addition, excessive rainfall during monsoon causes erosion which also results in landslides.
During the last five decades, CHT suffered about 12 major landslides.12 Most devastating landslides
occurred in 2007 and 2017.
Flash flood very commonly occurs in the hilly region of Bangladesh every year. This sudden flood of
water also carried silt, rocks, sediments and other debris that causes damage to agro products and
causalities.13 As the early flash flood prediction is difficult, it takes thorough preparedness for protecting
life and properties. Flash floods may last for several days at a stretch and may happen in hilly as well as
coastal area of Bangladesh but are more common in south-east hilly region.
CHT is vulnerable to strong winds resulting in frequent and intense cyclones.14 Tropical cyclones
develop in the Bay of Bengal and associated storm surges are the most disastrous impacts. There are
various reasons for these disastrous effects of cyclones and storm surges in Bangladesh. Superimposed
on these disastrous effects, climate change and any consequent sea-level rise are likely to add fuel to the
fire.15
The impact of these climatic events has a huge impact on the lives of the people living in this areas area.
CHT falls far behind in development indicators, such as income; employment; poverty; health; water,
8

https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/bangladesh/brief/bangladesh-disaster-risk-climate-change-program
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320014168_LANDSLIDES_IN_CHITTAGONG_HILL_TRACTS_AND_
POSSIBLE_MEASURES
10
https://reliefweb.int/report/bangladesh/bangladesh-landslides-chittagong-hill-tracts-hctthrp-report-1-31-july2017
11
Shaw, R., Mallick, F., Islam, A., (eds) 2013. Disaster Risk Reduction Approaches in Bangladesh, Springer Japan.
12
https://reliefweb.int/report/bangladesh/bangladesh-landslide-disaster-summary-sheet-5-june-2018
13
Pauline Brémond, Frédéric Grelot, Anne-Laurence Agenais. Review Article:” Flood damage assessment on agricultural
areas: review and analysis of existing methods”. 2013. <hal-00783552>
14
http://www.bangladeshstudies.org/files/WPS_no1-rev2.pdf
15
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/BF00175563
9
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environment, and sanitation; education; women empowerment; access to information, nation-building
institutions; peace; inter-community confidence, etc.16
Cultivation of cash crops like ginger, arums, and turmeric, agroforestry practices with tree and fruits
(pineapple, jack fruit, lemon) farming has had a positive impact on the livelihoods of the people living
in CHT. By selling seasonal fruits and bamboo, people have increased income that supports their
livelihoods optimally. Cash cropping in CHT also increased demand for engagement of farm labor as
well as intensified on‐farm productivity, which had a proportionate increase in demand for employment
of poor households’ labour in land preparation, planting, weeding, and harvesting. These activities had
created job opportunities and a higher rate of income for members of poor households.17
Due to accelerating environmental degradation and a low capacity adaptation to the impacts of climate
change, the current agricultural practices can no longer support the population of the region. The stock
of natural resources in CHT are declining due to environmental degradation caused by many factors,
and access to natural property rights of the people of CHT are gradually eroding. About one-fourth of
the (23.93%) the total CHT population is landless, and the percentage is even higher (25.11%) among
the non-tribal population of CHT.18 Deforestation, lack of intervention for plantation, industrial logging,
siltation of rivers and lakes, the drying up of streams, springs and other aquifers and killing of rare
species of wildlife, including elephants and bears are also causing problems in the biodiversity.
It has been found that during the rainy season (Asar and Sravan month), the poor people in CHT, both
Pahari, and Bengali, face economic crisis due to the digressive scope of work; sometimes they also suffer
from starvation.17 The poverty status of women is of even greater concern. According to the National
Social Security Strategy (NSSS) of Bangladesh Planning Commission (2015), most women in the CHT live
below the poverty line. The incidence of poverty among the different ethnic communities also varies
considerably.15
To mitigate disaster risk, Bangladesh has been carrying out many adaptations plans by recognizing the
national threat. Climate change adaptation (CCA) is included in the Seventh Five Year Plan (2016-2020)
and the priorities reflect mostly urgent and immediate needs as assessed by ongoing adaptation
planning activities.19 For the Adaptation planning Bangladesh initiated the National Adaptation
Programs of Action (NAPA) under the mandate of the UN Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
Since then Bangladesh has accepted adaptation to climate change impacts as a national priority,
withgradual integration of adaptation needs into national development planning.20 Corresponding
with NAPA, Bangladesh Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan (BCCSAP) was approved in 2009 and
runs until 2018, where BCCSAP articulates the national vision for pro-poor, climate resilient, and
low-carbon development in alignment with both the GOB’s (Government of Bangladesh) Vision 2021
and Five Year Plan national planning documents.21 National Policies related to climate change
adaptation, known as climate change National Adaptation Strategies and plans (NASs), recognize the
impact of climate change on various sectors including agriculture and food security, natural resources,
and livelihoods, thereby prioritizing adaptation actions.

16
17
18
19

20
21

https://www.academia.edu/1400679/Report_Bandarban
https://ypsa.org/?wpdmact=process&did=MjYuaG90bGluaw==
http://www.fao.org/3/a-ak422e.pdf
https://w w w.greenclimate.fund/documents/20182/466992/Readiness_proposals_
_Bangladesh___UNDP___Adaptation_Planning.pdf/3eb3c6d3-8a6a-478b-a77e-f4c62872f1f7
Policy Brief: Planning for Adaptation in Bangladesh: Past, Present and Future, Saleemul Huq, Mizan R. Khan, 2017
Green Climate Fund_Rediness Proposal
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Climate change adaptation (CCA) is also gaining increased policy level importance and attracting large
scale financing regimes [MOEF and Bangladesh Climate Change Trust Fund (BCCTF)]. To further evaluate
the effectiveness of the BCCTF for integration of climate change into budgeting and other fiscal policies,
GOB develop a Climate Fiscal Framework (CFF), published under the Finance Division, Ministry of
Finance in 2014, where the CFF provided principles and tools for climate fiscal policy-making and
identified opportunity areas for improvement to help ensure that climate fiscal policy is transparent and
sustainable in the longer term. As a step towards implementing the CFF, the GOB undertook an Inclusive
Budgeting and Financing for Climate Resilience (IBFCR) project and introduced a climate policy-based
focus to planning, budgeting and performance management of climate finance. Experience shows that
a significant part of these funding sources was invested for disaster risk reduction programmes such as
building cyclone shelters, construction, and reconstruction of coastal embankments and coastal
forestation for green defense.22
The comprehensive approach to disaster management of Bangladesh covered all hazards, all phases
and all actors which were articulated internationally through the Hyogo Framework for Action, and
nationally Standing Orders on Disasters, 2010 (SOD), National Disaster Management Plan 2008-2015
and been approved by Disaster Management Act, 2012. Each of these national documents related to
disaster management refers to the climate change-induced disasters and adaptation issues.22
While the NAPA and the BCCSAP lay a strong foundation for CCA in Bangladesh and the CFF and IBFCR
make strides towards integrating climate change into national budgeting, there are several gaps that
remain. For example, the NAPA identified immediate CCA priorities, but did not set out medium and
longer-term adaptation needs and options.
In light of the above-mentioned policy on CCA and DRR, more national level policies focusing on
Chittagong Hill Tracts need to be identified. International NGOs such as GiZ and Concern Worldwide are
working on climate change issues but more recent information based only on the climatic impact on
Chittagong Hill Tracts is still missing. By focusing on the study objectives, this assignment will try to
identify this information and get a clear picture of the overall matter.
22

https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/bangladesh/brief/bangladesh-disaster-risk-climate-change-program
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Methodology
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Methodology
3.1 Study Area
The Chittagong Hill Tracts, comprised of three
districts (Rangamati, Khagrachari, and
Bandarban), is a geographically distinctive
and slightly isolated region of Bangladesh. It is
surrounded by the Indian states of Tripura on
the north and Mizoram on the east, by Burma
on the south and east, and by Chittagong
District on the west. Three Upzillas from each
district were selected as the study area.
3.1.1 Selection of Sample Upzillas
With guidance from MJF, the study team
selected three Upzillas from each district
(Khagrachari, Bandarban, and Rangamati).
However, level of accessibility to the Upazila
was considered while selecting them, and
different level of accessibility was accounted
for in selecting research sites.

Khagrachari
Rangamati

Figure 3.1: Study Area

3.2 Data Collection Methods

Bandarban

The design of this research demands both
qualitative and quantitative data. Therefore, a
mixed-method approach has been followed
from the very beginning. Information on the
households, their livelihoods, surrounding
environment, biodiversity, environmental
degradation and stresses, adaptation measures, institutions, and way forward was discussed with the
people through using several tools, such as structured questionnaire surveys at household level,
Semi-structured interviews with development agencies and government officials, FGD (Focus Group
Discussion) and KII (Key Informant Interview) with community members. Multi-stage cluster random
sampling method was adopted for this survey. Purposive sampling method was followed for the KII with
the IUCN, DAE, Forest Department and Development Practitioners of the project areas, the local
government institutions, traditional institutions, etc.
Table 3.1: The table below shows the brief of the overall data collection method
Number of sessions

Number of Respondents to be
reached

Structured Questionnaire/ Survey

400

400

Semi-structured interview

21

21

FGD (Focus Group Discussion)

6

48
(around 6/8 members will attend in
a focused group discussion)

Data Collection Method
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Simultaneously, this research looked into meteorological data. The daily data of the last 30 years about
rainfall, the temperature, sunshine hours, humidity and wind pressure of Rangamati district is obtained
from the local weather station of the Bangladesh Meteorological Department (BMD). Since the only
weather station of CHT is in the Rangamati district, it would not be worthwhile assuming BMD weather
station data is representative of the whole region. Therefore, Bandarban and Khagrachari districts’
weather data was obtained from the NASA Satellite TRMM_3B42_daily data.23 In undulating
physiography, satellite data is not efficient is capturing temperature data. Therefore, much of climate
predictions and patterns developed in this report is based on rainfall data. For information on
temperature and other weather variables, this research owes immensely on lived-experiences of people
and drawn on from life-history interviews of elderly people.

3.3 Selection of Informants
3.3.1 Informant Selection for Household Survey
For a population of 158614124, by considering a 5% margin of error, 95% level of confidence and 50%
response distribution, the calculated sample size is 384. It was later round figured at 400 household
survey was conducted. This survey was to capture peoples’ ideas, knowledge, and experiences about
climate change in their respective settings. The following information was gathered during the survey
from community:
Table 3.2: Sample selection for quantitative survey


Trend analysis







Situation and Impact
analysis







Social Factors






Gaps
Recommendations






Rainfall
Extreme events
Seasonality
Dry spell
Agricultural practice changes
Effects of interpersonal relationships on financial services
Simulation of financial transactions
Level of interest in financial services
Process of availing financial services,
Identifying capabilities that require development
Influencers
Case on influence
Income and livelihood changes
Perception towards influencers
Institutional landscape
The working area of the institutions
Gap identification in the project areas
Perceived benefits and drawbacks
Future recommendations

The selection of this sample was done in three stages.
Depending on the weight of the population in a particular Upzilla (e.g. we assumed the number of
mainland settlers were higher in most accessible and tourist areas compared to remote areas), three
districts of the CHT were selected and the sample was distributed accordingly. From these districts,
23
24

https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni
Population and Housing Census 2011
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based on the randomization and criteria, three Upzillas from each of the districts were selected. This
classification was done based on the characteristics of accessibility and remoteness. The ratio of ethnic
people and mainland settlers was also taken into account.
The mainland settlers were selected based on their living duration; A 20 years stay on the study areas
was counted as qualifier as a sample for the mainland settlers.25 Following this sample selection method
CPL was intended to find the difference in socio-economic and cultural state among the mainland
settlers and the endogenous group of people and their knowledge about climate change issues on the
study areas.
3.3.2 Informant Selection for Interviews and Discussions
The qualitative sampling plan was comprised of Focused group discussion (FGDs) and Key Informant
Interviews (KIIs). Because of the small population and study relevance, CPL adopted purposive sampling
method for collecting data from other respondents. Sample for these respondent groups was
determined based on characteristics of the population and the objectives of the study. The following
information areas were covered through these interviews of the relevant stakeholder:
Table 3.3: Sample selection for other stakeholders


Agricultural practices





Biodiversity





Employment and
livelihood changes



Vulnerability and
cope up mechanism








Changes
Cropping pattern
Impact due to climatic situations
Associated risk and Vulnerability
Habitat changes of the ecology
Impact on the livelihood of the community people
Occupation details, income
Livelihood changes due to climatic situations
Employment of the vulnerable group and the effect of climate
change on them.
DRR measures
Adaptation mechanisms
Recommendations

Focused Group discussion (around 6/8 members attended in a focused group discussion) FGDs were
conducted to know about their opinion or perspective about underlying reasons of phenomena or
change, general practice and norms, values and beliefs of the residents. Moreover, there was a life story
interview focusing on women and the elderly people of the project areas.

3.4 Data Analysis
On completion of data collection, filled-in questionnaires were coded for computerization and edited
for consistency. Some of the collected data on the survey questionnaires were not available as prepared
and organized (e.g. open-ended questions) enough to fulfill the pre-requirements of smooth and quick

25

The settlers are land less Bengali speaking Muslims from the plain districts of Bangladesh, majority are from
Chittagong, Noakhali, Comilla, Sylhet districts. The Bangladesh Government and the Military lured the poor Bengali
Muslim families with money and promise of empty land in the Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT). The real motive was to
outnumber the indigenous people in the CHT and evict them from their traditional land. (Reference:
http://www.angelfire.com/ab/jumma/settlers.html)
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Consultation for data collection
© Consiglieri Private Limited

entry operation of data to the computer. So, the team coded all the survey (structured) questionnaires
as per needs and suitability that the consultants identified after collection of data. After data entry and
cleaning, the research team collated, synthesized and analyzed the gathered data. Information
collected by the above-mentioned methods which were both quantitative and qualitative in nature.
The following statistical methods described below were used to detect the pattern and future forecast
of climatic change trends in Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) of Bangladesh:
Step 1: Time series plot, Correlogram and Unit test (such as Augmented Dickey Fuller test) were
conducted to find out the stationarity of seasonal rainfall, temperature, sunshine hour, humidity and
wind pressure data for each district.
Step 2: As the climatic variables are stationary, trend analysis (for example, linear, quadratic and
exponential models) was used on the basis of model selection criteria, such as MAD (Mean Absolute
Deviation) and MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error).
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Relevant data was disaggregated by sex, age, location, educational background, class. Besides, a
comparative analysis between primary and secondary data was conducted where the use of baseline
data is necessary. While the quantitative data was recorded in terms of their numeric values, some of the
qualitative data was also converted into quantitative ones using semantic differential or Likert scales.
For the quantitative data, we developed the database using Excel/SPSS. And for semi-structured
interviews, FGDs and Group Discussion, we transcribed the respondents’ qualitative opinion into a
predetermined format.
After data analysis was done, data/findings (qualitative and quantitative) were shared with the client for
validation before the team starts drafting the report. Feedback received from the client was used in
drafting and finalizing the report.

Exploitation of Nature
© The Daily Star
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4
Results and Discussion

Beauty of life
© Din Mohammad
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Results and Discussion
4.1 Introduction
This chapter starts unpacking the results as discussed in the last three chapters. Initially, it unfolds
through giving a general social-economic description of people reached out to, and then gives an
analysis of climatic data, both satellite and weather station data, gathered from the Bangladesh
Meteorological Department. The chapter ends by showing results on people’s experiences with
emerging environmental settings, their perceptions on climate change and their exposure to climatic
onsets.

4.2 Socio-Economic Profile of the Respondents
The demographic information of the respondents is shown in this section. The information is collected
based on the gender, age, income, household expenditure, family size, level of education and
occupations of the respondents.
4.2.1 Gender Segmentation
The total number of respondents was 400 individuals, 68% of
respondents were male and rest 32% of the respondents were female.
Since majority of households are male-headed, this research had very
little flexibility for including equal number of male and female-headed
households. However, in almost every interview, both male and female
members of surveyed households have participated in the sessions.
Thus, this research strived to capture opinions from both male and
female counterparts.

32%
68%
Male

Female

Figure 4.1: Gender segmentation

4.2.2 Age of the Respondents
73+
58 - 72
43 - 57
28 - 42
13 - 27
<= 12

2%

Most of the respondents were around
28-42 years old (49%). 28% of
respondents were around 43-57 years old.

12%
28%
49%
11%
0.3%
Figure 4.2: Age of the respondents

4.2.3 Communities and Family Size
Among the survey respondents, a large percentage (69%) were from
the Chakma community. 12% of the respondents were Mroo, 11% of
them were Bangali and only 8% of the total respondents were Marma.
Average family size of the respondents was 5. Within the study time
and suggested study sites by the MJF partners, it was not possible to
capture views of more ethnic groups. However, these four groups
represent the majority of CHT ethnic groups.
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69%
Bangali
Marma

Chakma
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Figure 4.3: Communities among the
respondents
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4.2.4 Education Status of the Respondents
Among the survey households, about one-third of the total population has not had any formal
education, and about half of them dropped out before appearing for the junior school public exam
(SSC). Altogether, education profile is extremely poor in relation to the national average (figure 4.4).

Able to Give Signature

6%

Graduation & Equivalent

1%

Under-graduation & Equivalent

1%

HSC & Equivalent
SSC & Equivalent

4%
6%

Secondary (6-10)

22%

Primary Pass
Pre-primary

24%
4%

Illiterate

30%

Figure 4.4: Education status of the respondents

4.2.5 Occupation of Informants
From the study it has been found that (Figure 4.5) the people are engaged in agricultural activities as
farmers and labors, some are engaged in livestock or poultry rearing. Others are involved with fruit
growing, non-agricultural labor or other jobs. Among the respondents, women are mainly engaged in
farming activities as they work as labor and farmers in the field.

Driver
Farmer
Livestock rearing/ Poultry Farming
Others
Fruit garden
Student
Job
Non-agricultural Laborer
Homemaker
Agricultural Laborer

28%
22%
15%
14%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%

Figure 4.5: Occupation of the respondents

4.2.6 Average Households Income
From the survey, it has been found that the average income of the households was BDT 13240 in CHT.
From Figure 4.6 we can see that there is income variation in the Upzillas. In the context of accessible
areas, in these areas men and women generally work equally to support their household. Lama had
shown higher income as there are more plain areas compared to other areas, so people get more
chance to diversify their business and agricultural practice.
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BDT

18617
13287

12444

Bandarban
Sadar

Lama

Bandarban

Khagrachhari
Sadar

11512

Lakkhichori

11903

12391

Rangamati
Sadar

Naniarchar

Khagrachhari

Rangamati

Figure 4.6: Average HHs income of the respondents

4.2.7 Average HHs Expenditure
The average household expenditure in the CHT region is BDT 11476 and expenditure of different
upazilas shown in figure 4.7. The expenditure of household maintained by male and female were
mostly similar.
BDT

14767
11425

11046

Bandarban
Sadar
Bandarban

Lama

Khagrachhari
Sadar

11415

Lakkhichori

Khagrachhari

10409

10292

Rangamati
Sadar

Naniarchar

Rangamati

Figure 4.7: Average HHs expenditure of the respondents

4.3 Climate Change Projections for CHT Region
There are four prominent climatic seasons in Bangladesh: winter (December – February), pre-monsoon
(March-May), monsoon (June–September) and post-monsoon (October–November). Although the
onset of the monsoon tends to vary from year to year, it generally starts during the first week of June
and is over by the first week of October.
Precipitation and temperature data from ground-based, Bangladesh Meteorological Department
(BMD), and satellite-based, Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission Project (TRMM) and Precipitation
Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artiﬁcial Neural Networks (PERSIANN) for 20 years
from 1998 to 2017 are used. Rangamati has been analyzed from BMD data. Due to the unavailability of
weather stations in Bandarban and Khagrachari, NASA Satellite TRMM_3B42_daily data was used.
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Analysis of heavy rainfall data from 1988 to 2017 indicates that the frequency of heavy rainfall (≥89 mm)
in Bandarban, Khagrachari and Rangamati area is decreasing. The recorded highest rainfall of
Rangamati (12 June 2017), Bandarban (9 June 2018) and Khagrachari (12 June 2018) was 343mm
rainfall/24hours, 170mm rainfall/24hours, and 148mm rainfall/24hours respectively.
In Bandarban, Data from Monsoon (dry spell ≥3 and ≥4) demonstrates a trend towards increasing
temperature rates for the period 1998–2017. This means that the weather is getting warmer quicker. The
study further noted that in monsoon (June–September), dry spells of more than three days decreased
in June, July and September months. An increase was observed in August and data was recorded from
2001-2017. Dry spell of more than four days in monsoon showed that in June and September
(2002-2016) the trend line remains the same annually. In July and August (2003-2015) the trend line has
increased annually. In winter (December–February) the annual decrease was observed for wet spell
more than 1 and 2 days.

Monsoon (Dry spell ≥ 4)

Monsoon (Dry spell ≥ 3)
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Figure 4.8: Dry Spell-Bandarban
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Figure 4.9: Wet Spell-Bandarban

In Khagrachari, Data from Monsoon (dry spell ≥3) demonstrates a trend towards decreasing
temperature rates for the period 1998–2017 that is, the dry period is less than three days. The study
further noted that in monsoon (June–September), dry spells of ≥3 days is decreased or remain constant
annually. Dry spells of ≥4 days in monsoon showed that in June and July the trend line decreased
annually. In August the dry spell increased yearly and in September the trends remain same annually. In
winter (December–February) the annual decrease was observed for wet spell ≥1 and the annual
increase was shown in wet spell ≥ 2 days.
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Figure 4.10: Dry Spell-Khagrachari
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Figure 4.11: Wet Spell-Khagrachari

In Rangamati, Data from Monsoon (dry spell ≥3 and ≥4) demonstrates a trend towards decreasing
temperature rates for the period 1981–2016. That is, the dry period is less than three days. The study
further noted that in monsoon (June–September), the dry spell ≥3 days is decreased annually except
June. In June the trendline is slightly increased yearly. The dry spell ≥4 days in monsoon showed that in
June and July the trendline increased annually. In August the dry spell remains same for 1983-2004. In
September the dry spell for four days is decreased annually.
In winter (December–February) the annual decrease was observed for wet spell ≥1 and the annual
increase was shown in wet spell ≥ 2 days. In December and January, the wet spell ≥1 day are increased
annually but in February the wet spell is not increased annually.
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Figure 4.12: Dry Spell-Rangamati
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Figure 4.13: Wet Spell-Rangamati

4.4 Experiences of climate change and its impacts in the CHT
Respondents were asked if they knew about climate change and its impact on their surroundings and
livelihood and other relevant concerns. 57% of the total respondents of CHT region responded that they
had knowledge on climate change (male 67% and 33% of females) Figure 4.14 shows that, in
comparison to other two districts, respondents from Bandarban have better knowledge on climate
change and respondents from Khagrachari performed worst among all. Almost all the respondents
(about 99%) have observed changes in the weather system over the last couple of years.

82%

75%

Bandarban
Sadar
Bandarban

Lama

48%

37%

Khagrachhari
Sadar

Lakkhichori

Khagrachhari

54%

52%

Rangamati
Sadar

Naniarchar

Rangamati

Figure 4.14: Knowledge on climate change

The respondents assumed climate change through change in temperature, rainfall, weather pattern.
Their reasoning for these changes unanimously point to anthropogenic activities, pollution, changes in
the total environment, and so on. One of the major changes they identified is overall rise of temperature
in all seasons, which is immensely affecting their agricultural practices. As we see in Figure 4.15, 40-50
percent of respondents in all study sites have identified temperature as one of the major indicators of
climate change.
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46%

47%
15%

Rangamati Sadar

Naniarchar

Khagrachhari

4%

3%

8%

Lakkhichori

37%

43%

37%

41%
6%

Khagrachhari
Sadar

5%

Lama

14%

20%

21%
18%
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7%
Bandarban Sadar

34%

41%

51%
24%
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Rangamati

Change in temperature

Change in the environment

Change in weather conditions

Change in climate due to human pollutions

Figure 4.15: Observed climatic change in the CHT region

Despite a significant gap between meteorological data explained in the earlier section (Section 4.3) and
how people are experiencing climate change in the CHT, it was interesting to observe and understand
how their perceptions on climate change have developed. Majority of the respondents stated that they
have observed changes in climate in the last 5-10 years among whom 32% were women. Knowledge of
climate change developed from their personal assumptions, media, NGO activities, books, local
representatives, community leaders, and family members. As we see Table 4.1, own judgment, public
media and NGO interventions have played significant role, though at different proportions
geographically. From the survey it was observed that areas that have widespread influence of media
have better responses. NGO activities also have significant contribution to awareness building at local
level. Besides, there was a representation of community leaders, local representatives, and families who
contributed to knowledge about climate change issues.

NGO

Local
representative

Family

Rangamati

Rangamati
Sadar
Naniarchar

Books

Khagrachari

Bandarban
Sadar
Lama
Khagrachari
Sadar
Lakkhichori

Community
leader

Bandarban

Upzilla

Media
(Newspaper,
Television,
and radio)

District

Own analysis

Table 4.1: Different sources of knowledge about climate change issues

52%

37%

1%

4%

3%

0%

4%

37%

52%

1%

5%

1%

1%

2%

32%

5%

3%

6%

34%

6%

16%

33%

0%

3%

3%

43%

1%

18%

19%

40%

1%

0%

35%

3%

3%

20%

44%

0%

0%

24%

4%

9%

Once anecdotal evidence of climate change is identified, Table 4.2 highlights what community
recognize as the causes and consequences of climate change. Deforestation seems to have echoed
across all the study sites as the foremost reason for climate change. 90-100 percent of respondents
identified deforestation as the main reason for causing climate change. Some areas in Rangamati and
Khagrachari, where people are observing impacts of industrialization, have recorded that as one of the
causes of climate change. As to explain how they have been experiencing climate change, their major
highlights were rising heat and then scarcity of water, which they face particularly in the dry seasons.
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Table 4.2: Popular Perception on Causes and Consequences of climate change
Causes
District

Upzilla

Destroying
Forest

Bandarban
Sadar
Lama
Khagrachari
Sadar
Lakkhichori

Bandarban

Khagrachari

Rangamati
Sadar
Naniarchar

Rangamati

Consequences

Industry

Rising Heat Scarcity of Decreasing Soil
water
rain
erosion
sources

100%

0%

48%

24%

19%

9%

100%

0%

50%

20%

20%

10%

100%

0%

94%

3%

3%

0%

93%

7%

83%

17%

0%

0%

91%

9%

66%

34%

0%

0%

95%

5%

0%

66%

34%

0%

Lama

B andar ban
Landslide

Khagrachhari
Sadar

42%
37%

45%
42%

Flashflood

0%

10%
0%

4%

7%
1%

Lakkhichori

Rangamati Sadar

K hagr achhar i
Heavy Rainfall

13%
8%

30%

25%
7%
3%

21%
1%

Bandarban Sadar

38%

40%
30%

27%
20%
33%
21%
3%

18%
14%

30%

35%

CHT has never been a national disaster hotspot until very recently. In recent years, flash flood and
landslide have captured disaster headlines. On 13 June 2017, non-stop rains and heavy landslides
devastated the Rangamati, Bandarban and Khagrachari hill districts, killing 131 people. Hundreds were
injured and around 15,000 families were affected, having lost most of their belongings. Landslides
wiped out agricultural lands and crops and destroyed most of the roads and electrical installations. This
very recent shock has been repeatedly reflected in respondents’ opinions. This story of land-use change,
deforestation, land degradation, heavy rain, flash flood, and landslide are interlinked and needs a
holistic view to understand the interconnectedness of development, hazard, and climate change. The
respondents identified major disasters shown in figure 4.16.

Naniarchar

R angamati
Cyclone

Drought

Figure 4.16: Major natural disasters during the last 10 years in CHT

4.4.1 Impact on Income and Economy
Over the last 10 years, people have been experiencing loss of livelihood for residents from Bandarban
Sadar (7%), Lama (7%), Khagrachari (11%), Lakkhichori (15%), and Naniarchar (12%). -Rangamati Sadar
seems to be a region that is most affected by climate change, with reportedly 38% of locals suffering
from a loss of livelihoods and income.
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Figure 4.17: Impact of natural disasters
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Figure 4.18: Respondents encountered losses in the last 10 years

According to respondents, due to natural calamities, the locals and their livelihoods were heavily
impacted. Some respondents in Lakkhichori (11%), Rangamati Sadar (7%) and Naniachar (14%)
mentioned landslides as a major issue, however, the biggest issue seemed to be decrease in food
production, with 75% of respondents from Bandarban Sadar and Lama, 33% from Khagrachari Sadar,
56% from Lakkhichori, 40% from Rangamati Sadar and 29% from Naniachar are suffering from a loss of
crop production as an impact of climate change. There have also been general income losses and
business closures.

Collection of water from GFS
© Din Mohammad
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Figure 4.19: Reasons for changing the livelihood
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Significant percentages of people from the regions were vocal regarding the economic impacts they
had been suffering in the last decade. Major impacts mentioned include crop loss, loss of
communication, disruption of work, economic losses and decreased fertility of the soil. Among the
respondents who were impacted, Bandarban Sadar was hardest hit in terms of crop loss, with 61% of
respondents affected followed by Khagrachori Sadar 36%, Lama and Naniarchar 25%, Rangamati Sadar
17% and Lakkhichori 8%. Lokkhichori suffered the most in terms of communication disruption, the
respondents of Naniachar (18%) suffered the most due to hampering of their work followed by
Rangamati Sadar 7%, Lama 5%, Khagrachari Sadar and Lakkhichori 3%, Bandarban Sadar 0%. Finally,
Lakkhichori suffered the greatest loss of soil fertility at 18% All these impacts have led to notable
economic losses, with 57% of Rangamati Sadar’s respondents, 55% of Lama’s respondents, 48% of
Khagrachari Sadar’s respondents, 43% of Naniarchar’s respondents, 38% of Lakkhichori’s respondents
and 28% of Bandarban Sadar’s respondents mentioned notable losses of income compared to past
decade. 34% among the respondents who stated that they are impacted were women.
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Economical loss
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Bandarban Lama

Khagrachhari Khagrachhari Sadar

Khagrachhari Lakkhichori
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Figure 4.20: Impacts of climate change on the source of livelihood
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When asked, a good number of the respondents placed blame on climate change as the primary cause
of their losses of income and/or livelihoods.
Bandarban Sadar
33%
47%
Bandarban Lama

Rangamati Naniarchar
18%

15%

24%

Rangamati Sadar

Khagrachhari Sadar

25%
Khagrachhari Lakkhichori
Figure 4.21: Locals blaming climate change for livelihood change

When asked what kinds of solutions could be sought, suggestions included increased usage of
fertilizers, using crop varieties of higher yield and cultivating hill vegetables.
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Figure 4.22: Copping up with climate change

In the survey, the respondents were asked if natural disaster has any influence on the source of
livelihood. Among the total respondents, 52.25% responded positively (male 68% and female 32%) and
47.75% responded negatively. The influence seems to be highest (75%) at Khagrachari Sadar followed
by 65% in Lakkhichori, 61% in Rangamati Sadar, 42% in Naniarchar and 30% in both Bandarban Sadar
and Lama.
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Figure 4.23: Respondents mentioning the influence of natural disaster on livelihood
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Figure 4.24: Losses due to the natural disaster in CHT

The respondents were asked about the adaptability of their livelihood with the response to climate
change or natural disaster. Most of them (73.75%) responded negatively and 26.25% responded
positively as they think that their livelihood is adaptive. At regional scale, the percentage of positively
responded people was highest (47%) in Lama and in other regions the rate is 33% in Bandarban Sadar,
24% in Khagrachari Sadar, 25% in Lakhhaichori, 15% in Rangamati Sadar and 18% in Naniarchar.
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24%
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Figure 4.25: Percentage of respondents having an adaptive livelihood
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Table 4.3: Adaptative livelihood options
District

Upzilla

Increase
uses of
fertilizer

Increase the
use of high
yield crop
variety

Collect hill
vegetables

No impact
on income

33%

10%

5%

52%

14%

0%

4%

82%

21%

71%

0%

8%

47%

27%

7%

20%

50%

0%

25%

25%

9%

18%

0%

73%

Bandarban
Sadar
Lama
Khagrachari
Sadar
Lakkhichori

Bandarban

Khagrachari

Rangamati
Sadar
Naniarchar

Rangamati

Among the responders who didn’t have any adaptive livelihood (73%) or at least they thought they
didn’t have any, most of them (70%) claim an economic loss, crop loss and loss in business are the results
due to climate change.
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Figure 4.26: Results of not having adaptiveness

In the survey, the respondents were asked if climate change or natural disaster enforces them to change
their profession or not. Most of them (84.75%) responded negatively but 15.25% responded positively
where 72% were male and 28% were female. Among those who responded positively, most (34%) were
from Rangamati Sadar, 3% were from Bandarban Sadar, 7% were from Lama, 15% were from
Khagrachari Sadar, 12% were from Lakhhichori and 15% were from Naniarchar.
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Bandarban Sadar
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Figure 4.27: Willingness to change profession cope up with climate change or natural disaster

The respondents who showed a willingness to change their profession (15%) due to climate change or
natural disaster, mostly choose (76%) to work as labour (agriculture and non-agriculture) as their new
profession (in case of both male and female) but in Lama 75% of responders chose business. Among the
responders who chose new profession, 46% were confident about their new profession as it would
adapt to upcoming climate change or natural disaster scenarios while 57% weren’t. It is worth
mentioning that the confident responders could not give any valid reason behind choosing their newly
adopted profession.
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Figure 4.28: Types of profession chosen by respondents

As NGOs, bank, micro-credit companies, and cooperatives working and providing financial services in
the respective areas, from the survey, 66% of the respondents believed that they had some opportunity
to take economic services while other 34% didn’t say so.
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Figure 4.29: Percentage of respondents having economic services opportunity at a different region

Among the respondents who believed that they had some opportunity to take economic services, 81%
of them had taken economic services. The rate was highest at Rangamati Sadar (90%), lowest at
Khagrachari Sadar (65.5%) and the rest of the regions were among the interval.

87.00%

73.70%
Bandarban Sadar
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82.60%

Khagrachhari Sadar
Khagrachhari Lakkhichori

89.60%

Rangamati Sadar
Rangamati Naniarchar
65.50%
76.90%

Figure 4.30: Percentage of respondents who had actually taken economic services in different regions

Most of the respondents took economic services from banks and NGOs. Sometimes from microfinance
institutions (MFIs) and other cooperative societies. At Khagrachari Sadar, Lakkhichori and Naniarchar
the rate of taking economic services from bank is higher than the NGOs. But at Bandarban Sadar, Lama
and Rangamari Sadar the situation is quite the opposite. In most cases, the respondents took economic
services from different sources for starting new business (57%) or other income generating activities
(41%). Very few took the services for building houses.
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Figure 4.31: Percentage of taking economic services from various sources in different regions

From the survey, it was found that 71% of the respondents had savings and the rests (29%) didn’t have
any. It was observed that 91% of respondents were from Rangamati Sadar.
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Figure 4.32: Savings of the respondents

It was also found that 46.5% of the respondents had taken loans and the rests (53.5%) didn’t take any.
Among the female respondents, 57% of them stated that they had taken loan from different NGOs
(57%), The respondents from Rangamati Sadar had high rate (74%) of taking loans. They mainly took
their loans from MFI/NGOs (57.5%), Banks (40%) and corporate societies (2.7%)
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Figure 4.33: Percentage of taking loans in different regions

Among all the respondents, almost all the respondents (99.2%) believed that climatic change or natural
disaster didn’t bring any change in attaining economic services opportunity.

Bandarban Khagrachhari Rangamati

It was found that 96% of the members of cooperative societies got economic support from their
societies.

Naniarchar

45%

Rangamati Sadar
Lakkhichori

74%
3%

Khagrachhari Sadar
Lama
Bandarban Sadar

38%
3%
2%

Figure 4.34: Engagement of respondents with cooperative societies in different regions.

4.4.2 Impact on Health, Water and Sanitation
The respondents of the survey took their health care services from government hospitals (37%),
community clinic (20%), NGO health care services (13%), Private health care services (13%), Union family
welfare center/ health complex, Women and Children welfare center and herbal treatment. At regional
scale, government hospitals were the main health care service provider at all regions as a result male
and female respondents both take services from here.
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Table 4.4: Access to health care service providers in different regions

According to the survey, respondents mostly accessed three types of health care services – general
health care (63%), child health care (28%) and reproductive health care (9%).
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Figure 4.35: Types of health care services taken in different regions.

Among all the respondents, 27% believed that climate change had a negative impact on their health,
The rest of them (73%) found it irrational. Regional infographic is represented by the following chart.
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18%
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50%

26%
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Figure 4.36: Respondents faced negative impacts of climate change on their health condition
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Bandarban Khagrachhari Rangamati

Most of the respondents (80%), believed that climate change or natural disaster causes disease
increment. During a flood, water-borne diseases increase in flood-prone areas and due to lack of
medical support the community suffers heavily in these areas.
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Lama

22%

Bandarban Sadar

23%

Figure 4.37: Respondents perception on the impact of climate change on health

It is observed that 40% of the respondents collected drinking water from a shallow tube well followed
by deep tube-well (24%) and springs (18%). There are other minor sources like pond, river, rainwater
harvesting, waterfall, supply water, etc. Majority of respondents of Lakkhichari collects drinking water
from springs. The source of water for household activities are quite similar. Most of the water sources
(85%) located in (0-1) km range, rest of them (15%) are in (1-2) km range.
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District
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Table 4.5: Different sources of drinking water in different regions

Among all the respondents, 57% believe that sources of water had been changed in the last 10 years.
According to their opinion, the major reasons for this change are because of collecting water from tube
well (47%) and decreasing forest (37%). Some other reasons are rock harvesting, temperature
increment, and heavy rainfall. Overcollection of water from the same tube well resulted in a decrease in
water levels.
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Figure 4.38: Reasons for change in water sources in different regions

It is estimated that in February, Rangamati district faces water scarcity. In March, Bandarban Sadar (42%)
and Rangamati district (Rangamati Sadar 39% and Naniarchar 40%) faced water scarcity. In April water
scarcity is more intense in Bandarban. (Bandarban Sadar 32% and Lama 31%).

Bandarban Sadar
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Rangamati Sadar
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Arpil
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Figure 4.39: Water scarcity at different months in different regions

Fifty percent of the responders believed that deforestation is responsible for the scarcity of water while
the other half of the responders believed an increase in temperature (29%), decrease of water table
(13.5%) and rock harvesting (7%) are responsible for water scarcity. Respondents of Khagrachari Sadar
(72%) identified deforestation as the main cause of water scarcity.
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Figure 4.40: Reasons for water scarcity in different regions.

To cope up with the scarcity of water, most of the respondents (55%) had to collect water from other
villages. They also took different measures to cope with the problem, like using spring water, digging
more springs, collecting water from other places, drinking boiled water, etc. The people from
Khagrachari Sadar (84%) mostly visit other villages in search of water. Women were mainly engaged in
water collection activities. Men sometimes participate in these activities while they go to bathe. As the
problem is faced by the community as a whole, they try to mitigate the problem together.
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Figure 4.41: Different approaches to minimize water scarcity in different regions

According to the survey, 60% of the respondents faced water scarcity during a natural disaster. The
impact seemed to be much higher in Bandarban Sadar and Lakhhichori.
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85%

45%
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Figure 4.42: Water scarcity during a natural disaster in various regions
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According to the responders, a flash flood is the major natural disaster (53%) that causes water scarcity.
Besides, some believe that landslide (26%) and cyclone (20%) are also responsible. Flash flood seemed
to be very severe (89%) in Lama. Cyclone and Landslide are also severe at Khagrachari Sadar (44%) and
Naniarchar (58%) respectively.
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Figure 4.43: Different natural disasters responsible for water scarcity in different regions
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Figure 4.44: Latrines usage in different regions
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There are four types of latrines used by respondents. Most of them (53%) use septic latrines; in the other
types, there are pit latrines (34%), open latrines (14%) and offset latrines (2%).
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Offset latrine

Pit

Figure 4.45: Different types of latrine use in different regions
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Figure 4.46: The rate of damaged latrine in different regions during a natural disaster

When the latrine was damaged, 42% of the total respondents used neighbors’ latrine, 43% of them tried
to repair the damaged ones, and the others used open places or forest areas.
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Figure 4.47: Alternate approaches when latrines are damaged in different regions
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4.4.3 Impact on Infrastructure
According to the survey, 71% of the respondents agreed that natural disaster had effects on local
infrastructure like roads, culverts, and bridges while the rest 29% disagreed. The influence is higher in
Khagrachari region (both at Khagrachari Sadar and Lakkhichori).
Naniarchar

77%

Sadar

79%

Lakkhichori

92%

Sadar

93%

Lama
Sadar

47%
30%

Figure 4.48: Impacts of natural disaster on local infrastructure in different region
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Damage to local infrastructure causes a problem in communication and crop sales that lead to low
income generation. Communication problem seemed to be the most frequent problem in all the
regions.
100%

100%

98%

89%

94%

84%

15%

11%
0% 0%

0%
Bandarban Sadar

Lama

2%

0% 0%
Khagrachhari Sadar

Bandarban

Lakkhichori

2% 0%
Rangamati Sadar

Khagrachhari

Problem in communication

0%

7%

Naniarchar

Rangamati

Problem in crop sales

Decrease income

Figure 4.49: Impacts of infrastructure damage in different regions

Due to infrastructure damage Khagrachari region (both Khagrachari Sadar and Lakkhichori) seemed to
be most harmed.
Bandarban Sadar
100%
80%
60%

Rangamati Naniarchar

Bandarban Lama

40%
20%
0%

Khagrachhari Sadar

Rangamati Sadar

Khagrachhari Lakkhichori

Figure 4.50: Victim of infrastructure damage in different regions

Bandarban Sadar

Lama

Bandarban
Could not receive healthcare

Khagrachhari Sadar

Lakkhichori

Problem in education

0%

22%
0%

20%

Rangamati Sadar

Khagrachhari
Loss in business

40%

0%

2%

0%

4%

2%

9%

5%

7%

0%

0%

11%

0%

0%

40%

78%

94%

85%

93%

89%

These damage in infrastructure mainly caused losses to business in most areas ranging from 22% to
94%. Business loss was found highest in Bandarban and Khagrachari districts. Due to damage in
infrastructure problem in health care receive and loss of family members were addressed in minimal
percentage.

Naniarchar

Rangamati
Family member died

Figure 4.51: Losses of respondents due to infrastructure damage in different regions
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Almost 55% of the total respondents overcame the situation through using savings money which was
common for both males and females. They also take loans, use alternative route for communication and
work as daily labor to cope with this situation. The tendency of taking loan is higher (78%) in Naniarchar
and in Rangamati Sadar, where the respondents relied on daily labor.
Table 4.6: Different approaches to cope with infrastructure damage in different regions
District

Upzilla

Bandarban
Sadar
Lama
Khagrachari
Sadar
Lakkhichori

Bandarban

Khagrachari

Rangamati
Sadar
Naniarchar

Rangamati

Daly labor

By using
alternative
communication
way

By taking
loan

Use savings

11%

22%

33%

33%

14%

0%

29%

57%

0%

5%

29%

63%

2%

17%

22%

59%

40%

20%

20%

20%

0%

0%

78%

22%

4.4.4 Impact on Women
In the survey, respondents were asked if the women in their family were involved in work that gave
them regular pay. It was found that women in Sadar areas are more engaged in work than those from
unassailable areas (Bandarban Sadar 87%, Khagrachari Sadar 94%, Rangamati Sadar 84%).
94%

87%

82%

84%

63%

Bandarban Sadar
Bandarban

Lama

58%

Khagrachhari Sadar

Lakkhichori

Khagrachhari

Rangamati Sadar

Naniarchar

Rangamati

Figure 4.52: Impact on Women

They were then asked what kind of jobs women are engaged in. Respondents replied that women were
mainly involved in agriculture (19% to 66%) and livestock/poultry rearing (23% to 55%) in different
areas.
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Bandarban Sadar

Bandarban Lama

Khagrachhari Sadar

Khagrachhari Lakkhichori

Rangamati Sadar

Rangamati Naniarchar

liquor

Sewing

Figure 4.53: Kind of jobs women worked

When asked if women face any challenges while collecting water, the number of respondents said that
very few faced problems in this regard.
23%
15%

Lama

Bandarban Sadar
Bandarban

13%
3%

2%

Khagrachhari Sadar

Lakkhichori

0%
Rangamati Sadar

Khagrachhari

Naniarchar

Rangamati

Figure 4.54: Response to challenges while collecting water

Bandarban

Khagrachhari

Rangamati

4.4.5 Other Impacts
The respondents were asked whether their houses were damaged during natural disasters. The highest
respondents were from Lama and Rangamati (25%) and reported damage to households due to natural
disaster followed by 23% from Khagrachari Sadar, 22% from Bandarban Sadar and Naniarchar, 18% from
Lakkhichori.
Naniarchar

22%
25%

Rangamati Sadar
Lakkhichori

18%

Khagrachhari Sadar

23%

Lama
Bandarban Sadar

25%
22%

Figure 4.55: Response to the house damaged during natural disaster
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They were asked about the kind of damages that took place to their properties; the majority of the
respondents stated that their house was damaged (73% to 100%). Very few of the respondents stated
their garden (up to 13%) and house sink (up to 18%) were damaged. Khagrachari.

100%

100%
73%

90%

100%

73%

0%
House destroyed

13%

0%

9% 10%

0%

0%

13%

18%
0%

0% 0%

House sink

Destroyed tree garden

Bandarban Sadar

Bandarban Lama

Khagrachhari Sadar

Khagrachhari Lakkhichori

Figure 4.56: Types of damages were faced to their properties

4.4.6 Impacts on Agriculture, Poultry, and Livestock
Climate change has immensely affected the agricultural, poultry and livestock practices in the
Chittagong district. Climate change impact was mainly induced in this region due to deforestation,
jhum cultivation, teak cultivation, pineapple cultivation, and hill cutting.
The main agricultural production in CHT consists of rice, ginger, turmeric, mango, and jackfruit. Besides,
they also produce pumpkin, cucumber, chili, pineapple, banana, and pomelo. But due to climate
change, agricultural practices have changed drastically. For example, in Rangamati, farmers have to buy
climate tolerant seeds from the market with increased price and also buy fertilizers because of the
degradation of land due to climate change. This results in high production costs for the farmers Overall
86% of the total respondents agreed that agricultural practices were adversely affected due to natural
disasters.
According to the survey, the natural disasters that struck CHT were tornadoes, storms, soil erosion,
landslide, flash flood, excess rainfall and increases in temperature.
Bandarban Sadar
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Rangamati Naniarchar

Khagrachhari Sadar

Rangamati Sadar

Tornado/Storm

Bandarban Lama

Soil Erosion

Khagrachhari Lakkhichori
Flash Flood
Excess Rainfall

Figure 4.57: Natural disasters stroke CHT
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It was found that Bandarban Sadar is highly affected by increase in temperature in comparison to the
other regions, whereas Naniarchar has zero effects of an increase in temperature. Excess rainfall is
mostly prominent in Khagrachari and Rangamati. Flood is prominent in Lama and Khagrachari Sadar
least prominent in Lakkhichori as these areas were relatively flat areas. Soil erosion is mostly seen in
Rangamati Sadar and least in Bandarban Sadar.
Figure 4.58 shows the overall agricultural loss in percentage. Bandarban Sadar loss was 25%, Lama
(Bandarban) 24%, Khagrachari Sadar 17%, Lakkhichori (Khagrachori) was 19%, Rangamati Sadar 25%
and Naniarchar (Rangamati) was 24%.
Bandarban Sadar
24%

25%

Bandarban Lama
Khagrachhari Sadar

25%

24%

Khagrachhari Lakkhichori
Rangamati Sadar

19%

17%
Rangamati Naniarchar

Figure 4.58 Overall agricultural loss in percentage

It was found that most of the respondents were unaware of any incoming disaster (73% to 100%). The
respondents who are aware of incoming cyclone and flood mostly receive early warning from NGOs.
NGOs working in those areas usually inform area heads regarding disaster who then announce the
information among the community.

100%

100%

99%

96%
73%

19%
Bandarban Sadar
Bandarban

Lama

Khagrachhari Sadar

Lakkhichori

Rangamati Sadar

Khagrachhari

Naniarchar

Rangamati

Figure 4.59 Percentage of disaster unawareness

The survey showed that water sources for irrigation of crops are primarily based on direct rain (98% in
Bandarban Sadar, 100% in Lakkhichari, 72% in Rangamati Sadar). 43% respondents of Lama use river as
their water source. 37% respondents depend on pipeline sources and 52% respondents depend on
shallow tube well machines in Khagrachari Sadar. Beside these respondents of CHT depend on tube
well, shallow tube well and rainwater harvestation. Therefore, we can see that the CHT region is mainly
dependent on direct rainwater sources assuming they are the easiest source to attain.
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78%
72%
61%

58%

17%

14%
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Lama

Khagrachhari Sadar

Bandarban

Lakkhichori

Rangamati Sadar

Khagrachhari

Naniarchar
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Figure 4.60: Sources of seeds for cultivation

Bandarban Khagrachhari Rangamati

Most of the respondents (85%) agreed that natural disasters had an impact on the price of the produced
crops. The price difference before and after the natural disaster was huge according to the respondents.
After the natural disaster the price of the produced crops decreased drastically which was highest in
Khagrachari Sadar (99%) and lowest in Rangamati Sadar (49%).

36%

Naniarchar

51%
49%

Rangamati Sadar
20%

Lakkhichori
Khagrachhari Sadar
Lama
Bandarban Sadar

64%

80%

1%

99%
15%

85%
34%

Increase in price

66%
Decrease in price

Figure 4.61: Difference in price before and after natural disasters

The poultry and livestock sector in the CHT are also adversely affected. In Rangamati, Bandarban and
Khagrachori livestock consists mainly of pig, cow, goat, wild cat and water buffalo and their pet rear
parrot, Dhanesh birds and eagles but they are not seen anymore due to the effects of climate change.
Due to climate change their poultry and livestock suffer various diseases which require intense medical
care and vaccinations.
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Bandarban Sadar
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Khagrachhari Sadar

Rangamati Sadar

Khagrachhari Lakkhichori
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Cow
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Figure 4.62: Percentage of poultry and livestock rearing

Respondents were asked about the food source for the livestock and results showed that 44% to 75%
livestock graze in field/hill. A large number of households provide homemade food for poultry and
livestock ranging from 25% to 65%. Very few households bought feed for the local market.

Figure 4.63: Food source for the livestock

During disasters 85% of the total respondents agreed to take measure for securing their livestock by
repairing the house or building a separate house, moving them to safe places and also providing
treatment if injured or afflicted by diseases. The common measure was repairing the house, which was
carried out by 33% to 68% of respondents. Beside this some of them move the livestocks to safer places
before disasters.
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Bandarban Sadar

Bandarban Lama

Naniarchar

Khagrachhari Sadar

Rangamati Sadar

Khagrachhari Lakkhichori
House Repairment

Receive Treament

Moved to Safe Place

Do Nothing

Build Separate House

Figure 4.64: Actions taken against disasters

4.4.7 Impacts on Biodiversity
CHT is often regarded for its magnificent treasure of biodiversity, unique landscape, huge forest reserve,
precious cultural heritage, and breath-taking aesthetic beauty. These elements were interconnected in
a natural system. The landscape, flora, fauna, creeks, hilly rivers snaking around the valleys, and people
were all coexisting. This unique system started falling apart when human started commercializing the
environment for the sake of their own ‘survival’ and ‘development’ and at the same time climatic features
started changing. Over the last several decades, population in the CHT has increased severalfold, land
use pattern in the hill-forests has expanded and intensified, deforestation and commercial forestation
have also intensified. People started invading further inland and deep hills developed new
infrastructures for their own conveniences and disrupted habitats for other species. As a result, the total
ecosystem and biodiversity in the CHT has been hugely impacted. This has been reflected in the
discussions during interviews and household surveys. Respondents were asked if climate change had
any impacts on their biodiversity and their responses are depicted in Figure 4.65.

63%

52%

Bandarban Sadar
Bandarban Lama
62%

60%

Khagrachhari Sadar
Khagrachhari Lakkhichori
Rangamati Sadar

85%

95%
Rangamati Naniarchar

Figure 4.65: Respondents opinion on climate change impact on biodiversity
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In Rangamati, trees that once existed are now rare, such as Garjan, Botta, Bou, Jarul, and Chapalish,
along with animals and birds such as wild pigs, wild cats, eagles, foxes, Dhanesh Bird, and wild tigers. In
Bandarban Sadar, Garjan, Bhadi, Horitoki, and Koroi; and in Lama Garjan, Horitoki, and Koroi are
declining in numbers. In Khagrachari Sadar and Lakkhichori the most impacted plants are Garjan,
Chapalish, Jarul, and Koroi. In Rangamati Sadar and Naniarchar the rapidly declining plant species are
Garjan and Chapalish. Thus, according to community observation, Garjan is the most endangered plant
species across CHT. This is understandable as the community mainly records the dominant species they
have observed in their lifetime. But, there are other small shrubs, creepers, and other insignificant plants
which often have huge environmental value, but are disappearing unnoticed.
Loss of these plants means loss of the species which depended on the plants and their canopy for food
and shelter. Respondents (78%) also recognize that the wildlife of CHT has been negatively affected. The
species that are reported to be declining in numbers in Bandarban Sadar and Lama are foxes, bears and
deer; in Khagrachari Sadar – bears, deer, and wild pigs; in Lakkhichori deer and Moorhen, in Rangamati
Sadar fox, deer, and monkey; and in Naniarchar fox, deer and pig. A better glance of biodiversity loss in
the CHT is recorded in the Red List Summary Book of Bangladesh, as shown in Table 4.7
Table 4.7: Endangered list of species of CHT
List of
thretened
Species

Habitat

Special
Characteristics

Reason for
declining/
Extinction

Food

Mammals
Sumatran
Rhinoceros
Dicerorhinus

Ranges from lowland
swamps to montane
forests

Lives in both lowland
and highland
secondary rainforest,
swamps, and cloud
forests

Poaching

Fruit, leaves, twig,
bark

Asia Elephants
(Elephas
maximus)

Tropical region

Thick skin protects
against insect bites
and weather

Loss of habitat and
poaching

Herbivore

Phayre’s langur

Primary and
secondary evergreen
and semi-evergreen
forest

Spectacled looks

Anthropogenic
activities such as
deforestation

Young leaves

Civet Cats

Primary forests

Small, lithe-bodied,
mostly nocturnal
mammal native to
tropical Asia

Loss of habitat

Fruits

Asiatic black
bear

Hills and
mountainous areas

In summer, they have
been reported at
altitudes over 3,000
meters (9,900 feet),
descending to lower
elevations during
winter

Deforestation,
hunting

Omnivorous
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List of
thretened
Species

Habitat

Reason for
declining/
Extinction

Special
Characteristics

Food

Mammals
Chinese
pangolin

Primary and
secondary tropical
forests, limestone and
bamboo forests,
grasslands and
agricultural fields

They are natural pest
controllers, gobbling
up ants and termites

Deforestation,
Poaching

Insects

Binturong

Dense tropical forests

Long and heavy, with
short, stout legs

Habitat destruction

Carnivores

Birds
Pink-headed
duck

Grass swamp

Spend most of their
time in pairs even
outside of the
breeding season

Habitat loss

Plant and mollusks

Green Peafowl

Bamboo, on
grasslands, savannas,
scrub, and farmland

Crests on top of their
heads

Hunting

Fruit, berries,
grains, small
mammals, reptiles,
small snakes and
insects.

Lesser florican

Grasslands

The female is slightly
larger than the male

Loss of habitat

Small vertebrates
and invertebrates

Egyptian
Vulture

Savannas, forests and
villages.

Spot-breasted
parrotbill

Grass and scrub,
abandoned
cultivation, and
bamboo

Adults have yellow,
Hunting, accidental
featherless faces and a
poisoning, and
long, thin bill
collision with power
lines.
Rufous-brown head
and brown upperparts
and a bright yellow bill

Small mammals,
birds, and reptiles

Loss of habitat

Seeds

Reptiles and Amphibians
Arakan forest
turtle

Terrestrial habitats

Can live in both water
and on land

Food source for a
medical cure

Leaves and fruits.

Asian leaf turtle

Freshwater

Playful and easily
tamed personality

Poaching

Omnivorous

Keeled Box
Turtle

Found in small caves
and rock crevices.

The upper jaw is
strong, while the
snout is short and
curved.

Deforestation,
hunting

Herbivorous
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List of
thretened
Species

Habitat

Reason for
declining/
Extinction

Special
Characteristics

Food

Reptiles and Amphibians
Burmese
python

Swamps, grasslands,
and jungles.

Among the largest
snakes on Earth

Habitat degradation,
poaching

Rats, mice, and
other similar sized
warm-blooded
animals

Indian flying
frog

Lowland forests,
subtropical or tropical
moist montane
forests, and rivers

Very good climbers
and comfortably walk
on twigs and tree
trunk on all fours

Habitat loss

Insects

Asian caecilian

Tropical and
neotropical areas

They have no arms or
Birds
legs, and
sometimes
it's hard to tell which
end is the head and
which is the tail

Diseases, habitat
loss

Worms, termites,
beetles

Lack of food,
invasive species

Developing seed
pod

Butterfly
Yellow
Orange-tip

Gardens and
hedgerows

Sometimes, the white
patches on the distal
band are reduced
greatly, leaving only
the dark outlines

It is very difficult to separate climate change impact on biodiversity degradation as antropogenic
activities like deforestration, agricultural expansion, expansion of tousism, settlement and hill cutting
etc. are closely associated with habitat loss. Therefore, it requires a comprehensive study to identify role
of climate change on biodiversity degradation.
4.4.8 NGO Activities in the CHT to Mitigate the Climate Change Impacts
To mitigate the climate change impact in CHT private and public forest areas are being conserved.
Site-specific massive plantation of indigenous trees will be undertaken in these areas. Government has
taken different initiatives to switch off forest activities from production to service-oriented activities
such as water collection, eco-tourism, fishing, etc. Many areas are being introduced as sanctuaries in
Kaptai lake and strict measures will be taken for banning illegal activities. New water sources are under
exploration in hilly regions to collect, store and distribute water among the community. In Naniarchar
an NGO named Ashika informs people about climate change. The NGO Ashika also gives suggestion
about tree plantation and different types of income increasing idea.
In Bandarban, UNDP, Tahajinj and Eco-Development Agency provide various training and materials to
reduce the risk of disaster in the area. Perceived Information about Disaster Risk Reduction, Adaptation,
Mitigation. Early warning system for natural calamities is very crucial in these districts. In Rangamati and
Bandarban people hardly get hold of any knowledge regarding incoming disasters. In the survey the
respondents were asked if they were aware of any government or non-governmental institution who
worked on disaster management. 44% said yes and 57% said no. From Bandarban 17% were aware, from
Khagrachari Sadar 80%, from Lakkhichori 53%, from Rangamati Sadar 56% and from Naniarchar 38%
(Figure 4.69).
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Figure 4.66: Respondents who were aware of institutions

The respondents were asked if they receive any financial assistance from institutions that are working
on disaster management. 43% said yes and 58% said no. From the respondents who said yes, 72% were
from Khagrachari Sadar and 91% were from Lakkhichori.
When asked what kind of financial assistance they receive, respondents of Khagrachari Sadar
mentioned that 82% of them receive cash money and 18% receive financial assistance through projects.
Lakkhichori responded that 89% of them receive cash money and 11% receives financial assistance
through projects. When asked if they receive an early warning, 63% from Bandarban Sadar, 92% from
Lama, 34% from Khagrachari Sadar, 10% from Lakkhichori, 71% from Rangamati Sadar and 52% from
Nainachar said that they do.

52%

63%

Bandarban Sadar
Bandarban Lama
Khagrachhari Sadar

71%

Khagrachhari Lakkhichori
92%

Rangamati Sadar
Rangamati Naniarchar

10%
34%

Figure 4.67: Respondents agreeing to receive an early warning regarding disasters

When asked where they get the information, their responses were as follows; in Bandarban Sadar 18.4%
from neighbors, 5.3% from mobile text, 57.9% from television and 18.4% from the radio. In Lama, 18%
from radio, 76% from television, 4% from neighbors and the rest from announcements from mosques.
In Khagrachari Sadar 41% from radio, 48% from television and 11% from neighbors. In Lakkhichori 50%
from radio and 50% from neighbours. In Rangamati Sadar 56% from radio, 14% from television and 30%
from neighbors. In Naniarchar 71% from radio, 16% from television, 6% from mobile text and 6% from
neighbors.
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Figure 4.68: Mode of information received by respondents

When asked if the respondents have a safe place to go to during disasters, Naniarchar residents
responded that villagers get shelter in a different institution during disaster. There were no other
shelters mentioned in any other regions in the 2 districts.
Generally, the message is sent through mobile messages and television. In Naniarchar an NGO named
Ashika to inform people about climate change. In Khagrachori Sadar the “Trinomul Unnyon Shangstha”
gives money to the local people for protecting the forest. Aronnok Foundation is working with VCFs for
different AIG activities and also operating plantation program. When asked if they received any training
on disaster management the respondents that agreed are 69% in Khagrachari Sadar, 53% Lakkhichori,
89% Ranagamati, 68% Naniarchar.

68%

69%
Khagrachhari Sadar
Khagrachhari Lakkhichori
Rangamati Sadar
53%

Rangamati Naniarchar

89%

Figure 4.69: Response in receiving any training on disaster management

In Bandarban, Eco-Development Agency provides various training and materials to reduce the risk of
disaster in the area. Teahajdong provides training on how to reduce disaster risks too. UNDP also
provides training in Lama. When asked what type of training they received, they replied with NGOs 98%
from Khagrachari Sadar, 2% from others, 97% from Lakkhichori and 3% from others, 100% from NGOs in
Rangamati Sadar and 100% from NGOs from Naniarchar.
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Figure 4.70: Source of training they received

Respondents were asked what they do on their own initiative, overall, they replied that they arrange
extensive forestry around the river so that the soil does not collapse even after heavy rain, take
advantage of the cultivation of suitable vegetation seed in their area Khagrachari
95%

90%

63%
55%
45%

5%

Bandarban Sadar

Lama

37%

27%

21%
10%

43%

37%

37%

34%

3%
Khagrachhari Sadar

Bandarban

aLkkhichori

Rangamati Sadar

Khagrachhari
Tree plantation

Strengthened the houses

Naniarchar

Rangamati
Do nothing

Figure 4.71: Initiative by the respondent

Respondents told us how DRR had a positive impact on their livelihood. From Bandarban, 7% agreed,
from Lama 5%, from Khagrachari Sadar 56%, Lakkhichori 70%, Rangamati Sadar 5%.
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Figure 4.72: Impact of DRR on their livelihood

Upon questioning, respondents replied that they discuss among themselves about mitigation
measures. 7% from Bandarban Sadar, 100% from Khagrachari Sadar, 77% from Lakkhichori, Rangamati
Sadar 24% and 15% from Naniarchar agreed that they discuss among themselves about mitigation
measures.
100%

77%

24%
15%
7%
Bandarban Sadar

Lama

Khagrachhari Sadar

Bandarban

Lakkhichori

Rangamati Sadar

Khagrachhari

Naniarchar

Rangamati

Figure 4.73: Discuss among themselves about mitigation measures.

As a part of a mitigation program, tree plantation program was introduced, and natural forest was
protected as well as the biodiversity. Protection of natural forest was considered highest in Khagrachari
Sadar (96%) and highest response for tree plantation was in Rangamati Sadar (100%).
100%

96%
75%

67%

61%

9%

4%
Bandarban Sadar
Bandarban

33%

30%

25%

Khagrachhari Sadar

Lakkhichori

Rangamati Sadar

Khagrachhari
Protection of Natural Forest

Naniarchar

Rangamati
Tree plantation

Do nothing

Figure 4.74: Response to mitigation measures
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Shanti Priyo Chakma, Headman, Rangamati
Over the past years, the world has seen rapid changes in its
atmosphere due to various factors. The cutting of trees like
bamboo, the cutting of hills for settlement, the making of roads
in the hills are few of the causes contributing to the changing
atmosphere of the district. The increasing number of population
and settlements, the increasing number of vehicles in the roads
are degrading the environment of these areas. In Rangamati,
since the time of Pakistan, Teck and Rubber trees are being
grown, which degrades the natural capability of soil, not
allowing any other trees to grow. Deforestation and intensive
Jhum Cultivation with inorganic fertilizers such as urea also
influences the poor quality of soil in Rangamati. Since the
building of Kaptai dam, the natural environment nearby has
degraded immensely. In the name of development, numerous
illegal industries are being built in the hilly areas destroying
forests and water bodies. Every action comes with a
consequence, all these actions leading to season changes
(currently there are only three seasons whereas previously there
were six), weather extremities such as no rain or extreme rain,
increase in temperature, and thunderstorm. The people of these
regions are suffering immensely from the consequences of
these actions. The poor people are the ones being affected the
most. Around 75% of the people in hilly regions, joined in other
professions alongside their primary ones, due to these
environmental extremities. They are forced to join labour work
and other small works to provide for their families. Previously,
none of these people left their village or community, but now
they are forced to do so in order to earn a living. Many people are
working in garment factories and other areas such as beauty
parlour in other regions, and some are even going abroad
illegally to look for work. The existing problems are very crucial,
to mitigate them, proper planning and management is required.
The control of population can be a very vital step to fight these
challenges. Environmental awareness is also a necessary step,
people should be made aware of the consequences of using
pesticides, inorganic fertilizers and deforestation. Proper
policies regarding these aspects and strict laws should be
implemented regarding using natural resources. People are
harvesting more from the environment, not giving a chance to
refill at the same rate, creating a resource gap and ultimately
depletion of natural resources. Side by side, other income
generating activities such as farming, gardening, and poultry
rearing could be introduced in the community level to create
other income sources, so that people do not deplete natural
resources.
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5
Conclusion and Recommendation

Cultivation of Dragon fruit
© Din Mohammad
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Conclusion and Recommendation
June 2019 was the hottest month ever recorded on earth. And this is not a one-shot event. Out of 18
hottest years since the record began about 150 years ago, 17 are after 2000. Global warming is no more
fiction, rather a fact that we are encountering in our everyday life. Recent changes in the global pattern
of temperature, rainfall, and other meteorological elements are manifested through magnitudes and
intensities of cyclones, erratic rainfall, droughts, rainfall regime shift, seasonal changes and many other
extreme environmental onsets across the globe. Bangladesh is at a geographical death trap and are
often exposed to many of these extreme events and captured international headlines as ‘climate change
epicenter’ and ‘climate change ground zero’. However, the impacts of climate change do not have an
even distribution across the country or a region. Also, within a similar geographical setting, it impacts
different group of people differently and poor and marginal groups are in most cases the victims of
hardest hit of environmental onsets.
CHT is a region with distinctive topography, vegetation, and biodiversity, and diverse ethnic group and
their culture. It has a long history of different land management, disputes, conflicts, and deprivation.
Besides, over the last several decades, CHT has captured news headlines for armed conflicts, political
unrest, and disputed ‘peace’ attempts. Thus, despite Bangladesh being one of the living laboratories for
climate change research, CHT has hardly been an area of interest. On the other hand, CHT had only one
weather station in Rangamati to summarise data for the whole region, which is scientifically inadequate
to understand meteorological facts of climate change for the region. Though satellite data came into
being since 1998, two decades of data is not enough to assess any climatic pattern or change. However,
heavy pouring in the 2017 Monsson, which triggered the worst landslide across CHT, particularly in
Rangamati, climate change impact in CHT came to the discussion. Having this background, this
research is an initiative of the MJF to understand climate change impact in lives and livelihoods and CHT
people.
As outlined at the very outset, this report strives to understand the climatic situation and current trends
of weather system in the CHT districts, and how the changing pattern is impacting biodiversity,
agricultural practices, livelihoods, ethnic groups, their cultural heritages, everyday life, social relations,
institutions, as so on. Simultaneously, it explores the status quo of climate change experiences,
perceptions, awareness, and institutions, with an objective to propose future work-avenues in areas of
climate change adaptation and mitigation.
According to meteorological data, the frequency of heavy rainfall (>89mm) is decreasing across the
CHT. Monsoon dry spells (>3 and >4 full dry days) are increasing in Bandarban, but slightly decreasing
in Rangamati and Khagrachari. This means that Bandarban area would experience drier monsoon,
which will impact its crop production, vegetation, water sources, and so on. On the other hand, in
Rangamati and Khagrachari, monsoon will not change much. In case of wet spells (>1 day) in the winter,
it is decreasing in Bandarban and increasing in Rangamati and Khagrachari. The overall scenario of
climatic data in the CHT is not as vivid as other climate change hotspots in Bangladesh. As revealed from
interviews and discussions with the people across all three hill districts, winter has shortened in recent
years, meteorological attributes are also changing in different seasons, real feel temperature seems to
be rising, and localities are now experiencing frequent thunderstorms than ever before.
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Women in Agricultural Production
© Wasiur Rahman Tonmoy
Combining the meteorological data obtained from weather stations and people’s experiences of a
changed climatic condition obtained from interviews and discussions do not give a clearer picture to
establish a link between climate change and its adverse impacts on CHT peoples’ lives and livelihoods.
However, this also does not mean that CHT will not be affected by climate-induced events, particularly
hydro-climatic events like heavy and frequent rainfall and storms. Besides, the same amount of rainfall
in the past two decades and now would have very different consequences because of massive change
in CHT’s topography and land use over time. For example, if we look into the records of heaviest rain,
Rangamati had similar magnitudes of heavy rainfall in 1998, 1999, 2004 and 2017, and all of them were
above 300 mm. But we see a mass scale landslide only in 2017. One of the major discourses emerging
following this event in investigative reports and local voices, is massive deforestation and land-use
change which coupled with heavy rainfall caused landslide. Besides, changing pattern of rainfall,
particularly during crop seasons, causes water scarcity which in turn raises cost of irrigation. Thus, local
farmers point out myriad ways in which slight changes in temperature and rainfall are challenging local
agricultural harvests. As a result, dependence on hybrid seeds, pesticides, and chemical fertilizers are
mounting day by day. These chemicals are washed onto the water bodies and adversely impact aquatic
ecosystems. Inappropriate land use not only reduces soil fertility but also causes soil erosion, runoffs
into water bodies and rivers and reduces their capacity to accommodate surface runoff and eventually
causes flash flood. Increasing population as well as evolving pressuresa to sustain agricultural income
together create a need for additional lands and results in deforestation and diminishing biodiversity
and wildlife. Thus, climate change must not be viewed through a singular lens, but rather from a holistic
point of view encompassing interconnections among different agents of environmental change.
Given the aforesaid context, this research strives to unpack the present situation of activities and
interventions in the CHT in light of climate change. The ideas are developed from the perspective of
being proactive rather than reactive in fighting back climate change impacts. From the discussion with
local people, headman, karbari, and representatives from different government and non-government
organizations, it appeared that general awareness on climate change and its impact is largely absent in
the CHT. In recent years, there are small initiatives from the NGOs, which are more or less focused on
awareness building. Ashika, a local NGO, runs awareness programmes and encourages tree plantation
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for increasing household income. In Rangamati Sadar, where scars from the 2017 landslides are still
visible in some places, no major DRR initiatives have been observed other than a UNDP-funded cyclone
center. Teahajdong, another local NGO, provides training on DRR and disseminates warning on
megaphones during emergency situation. In Khagrachari, BRAC has its communicable diseases
program with particular focus on Malaria and Tuberculosis. All these activities are not enough in relation
to the future adversities CHT people need to prepare for.
On the basis of the situation elaborated in the previous chapters and the above summary some
recommendations are listed below:


Awareness: Awareness building should not be confined merely at the community level, and has
to be comprehensive. Climate change awareness cannot be demand-driven and, therefore,
awareness needs to be led from the top. Awareness and capacity building training for different
level of actors and beneficiaries is extremely important. This has to be an ongoing long-term
process. This will also help different level stakeholders for internal communication and
cross-learning.
There is a general tendency of mingling between climate change and DRR. It is important to
mainstream climate change in all aspects of life, such as livelihoods, agriculture, infrastructural
development, DRR, regional economic growth, education, health, transportation, tourism, and so
on. One way forward could be understanding and strategizing development pathways in line with
national milestones like SDGs and forecasting climate change-induced challenges in achieving
those targets. Such work will lay a foundation on identifying the gaps, relevant stakeholders and
their needs. For example, if any of the 17 SDGs is a topical interest, the first job would be to identify
associated actors and pathways to achieving that target. Then examining that pathway through a
climate change lens would give the idea of what level of training and awareness campaign is
needed and for whom.
One of the major impacts of awareness campaign and training would be a growing demand to
access information, which eventually will set out a platform for institutional dependences, and
cross-fertilization of innovative ideas, knowledge sharing, and collaboration. For instance,
agricultural extension officers are giving information on seeds, pesticides, soil conservation,
irrigation, fertilizers and other aspects of farming. Had they been their capacity built on climate
change and agriculture, they would try to access the meteorology department to understand the
seasonal forecast before advising on what to yield. Similarly, fortnightly forecast would help them
to advise on sowing, irrigation, fertilization, application of pesticides and other farming activities.
At the same time, farmers who are sensitized on climate change and agriculture would
understand their roles very clearly. This would lead to a demand from farmers in all different stages
of their crops’ growth as well as would facilitate a partnership between the agricultural
department and meteorology department. Here agricultural sector is an example of sectors which
need to be thought about, along with livelihoods, environmental conservation, regional
economic growth, and infrastructural development.



Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR): Having said that, focus on climate change does not mean that
ongoing development activities should stop. Particularly after the 2017 landslide, significant gaps
have been identified in receiving and disseminating warnings. The idea of comprehensive disaster
management as chalked out in the Standing Order on Disaster (SOD) need to be strictly followed.
DRR has its scope beyond an early warning. Despite people being warned, they still could be
vulnerable to landslide or flash flood for not having proper land use, land zoning, robust
infrastructure, information on potential threats, evacuation plans, shelters, and so on.
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To engage in DRR, it is important to have both short, medium and long-term planning. In the short
term, general awareness campaigns, understanding existing structures and processes of warning
related activities, mobilizing information flow and channels, dissemination, and communication
of warning signals, evacuation plans, safeguarding assets, community-based rescue operation,
and access to supports and resources need to be in the checklist. These need to be
institutionalized in the medium-term strategy so that a comprehensive DRR management
become implanted is their lifestyle. In the medium and long term, building evacuation centers and
shelters are important. At the same time, educating them on ecosystem-based DRR would also
orient them with a sustainable lifestyle which would curb magnitude and intensity of
climate-induced environmental onsets like flood and landslide.


Environmental Protection: one of the untold stories in the CHT is environmental protection. This
comprises of plantation, deforestation, agricultural expansion, biodiversity loss, extraction of
rocks, conservation of water points, drainage, sanitation, and similar intertwined components.
Water could be a starting point to expand on this matter. Water points, creeks, aquifers, small
channels, lakes, water reservoirs, rivers, and all other aquatic beings are the central nervous system
and veins of the total natural wealth, biodiversity and breath-taking beauty of the CHT. They
hydrate all living and non-living beings, provide food, water for drinking, irrigation and other

activities, conserve fishery resources, facilitate transportation to markets and other required
destinations, and regulate flood by absorbing surface runoff. On the contrary, deforestation and
extraction of rocks from small streams diminish water stores. Agricultural intensification,
deforestation, commercial and unplanned plantation, and inadvertent infrastructural
development facilitates soil and land erosion. All these sediments are deposited on the beds of
streams and rivers and obstruct water flow. All the fertilizers, chemicals, and sanitary wastes are
washed down to the water points, complicates survival of aquatic biodiversity, contaminates
points of drinking water, pose tremendous public health threat and abruptly change the natural
rhythm. This situation will worsen when evaporation will be high because of extreme heat and
erosion would accelerate due to heavy rainfall. Theref ore, environmental protection needs to be
integrated into awareness campaigns and conservation activities ubiquitously.


Livelihoods Diversification and Protection of Household Income: Environmental Protection
would always be a ‘golden deer’ if people living in that environment are not integrated for
protection and management of their surroundings. This fact has become a global model of
environmental protection and conservation. Bangladesh government and its forest department
has already accepted this model in principle and is implementing forest conservation activities in
different parts of Bangladesh including CHT through the Department of Forest. However, the
context in the CHT is very unique and distinctive from other parts of Bangladesh because of the
history of disputes, armed struggles, and associated security conditions. Therefore, along with
awareness campaign on climate change and environmental protection, it is important to invest
energy and resources on livelihood security and wellbeing at household level. This would be an
ongoing process and could potentially involve a)

b)
c)
d)

training on alternative livelihoods relevant to the place they live in (or prefer to live in) so that
they could generate sufficient money to support their families without being much
dependent on nature;
access to information on how they could build on their skills set;
financial support to sustain in their alternative livelihoods;
development of local entrepreneurship and apprenticeship;
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e)
f)


supporting with the market linkages; and
connecting them with diverse organizational networks where they could tap in for required
professional support.

The Institution, Coordination, and Governance: CHT has a multifaceted government and
governance system. Because of political unrest, armed conflicts and being close to the border, CHT
has heavy military presence for the last four decades. Military and minority ethnic groups have a
troubled relationship and its causes have disputed perspectives. However, military forces have
temporary and permanent camps and they are also equipped with licensed arms, ammunition,
and transportations. They also have a certain level of de facto power and resources, which, their
opponents believe, they use to influence local ‘security’. There is also a ministry to take care of CHT
welfare. Local government is also operated by CHT District councils and the Chairman and
councilors are elected through general votes. Again, minority ethnic groups have their traditional
‘feudal-kind’ system, where the King (Raja) receive yearly taxes and this is celebrated through
traditional festivals. At the very local level, they have headman and karbari, those who lead at
community level. There are also groups of armed revolutionaries fighting for their autonomy who
have huge influence on local level governance. During the fieldwork, we met an elected local
councilor, who seemed to be very popular where we were conducting household interviews. He
was in hideout as he claimed to be aligned to a group which has enmity with power regime. This

practice of control and conflict between de facto and de jure power loops are very common across
CHT. But, the share of control of different power groups is not very uniform across the region.
Therefore, it is not easy to operate in that region without having meticulous understanding of very
local contexts. This certainly would need close observation, careful thinking and long term
community-based engagement to formalize and stabilize inter and intra institutional
relationships


Research: On of the major grey area in CHT is lack of research knowledge. There are plenty of
researches and debates on different aspects and perspectives of the political crisis in the CHT.
There are a good number of researches of natural conservation, agricultural practices, plants, flora,
fauna, and other elements of natural environment. However, there is hardly any research on
climate change impacts on different aspects of biotic and abiotic environment of CHT. Therefore,
more research is needed to develop robust understanding of this region through a climate change
lens. This research could be designed along medium to long term work plan. Partnership with
universities could be one potential strategy to develop good quality research products, develop
graduates with experiences from real-life setting, and escalate readership of that knowledge
product.

Finally, Bangladesh is one of the leading climate champions in the world through the following steps –
a) it is the first country to produce climate change strategy and action plan, known as, BCCSAP; b) it is
the first country to develop an internal financial mechanism to fight back climate change impacts,
known as BCCTF; and c) it is the the first country to declare a climate budget. The first climate budget
was declared for 6 ministries in 2017-18 fiscal year. In the following fiscal year, the government declared
climate budget for 20 ministries, which was grossly 10 percent of the total budget of those ministries.
The 2019-20 budget is the consecutive 3rd national budget where there are separate allocations to
address climate change. The original philosophy behind this allocation is to integrate climate change in
every governmental project. Development organizations need to pick this opportunity up and develop
synergies with governmental perspectives. It is very timely and pragmatic to use climate change lens in
implementation of development initiatives. And that would be a step forward to achieve SDGs.
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Annex 1

Survey Questionnaire for Community People Survey
Questionnaire for the Community People, MJF Bangladesh

GKwU msw¶ß f~wgKv cÖ`vb Kiæb Ges mv¶vZKvi`vZvi m¤§wZ wbb|
Avmmvjvgy-AvjvBKyg / Av`ve / n¨v‡jv| Avgvi bvgÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑ| gvby‡li Rb¨ dvD‡Ûkb
bv‡gi GKwU GbwRIi n‡q evsjv‡`‡ki cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡ji Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi MwZaviv, eZ©gvb cwiw¯’wZ Ges
Gi cÖfve wb‡q KvR Ki‡Z Avwg GLv‡b G‡mwQ| eZ©gv‡b Avgiv Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ Z_¨ msMÖn Ki‡Z G welqwU
wb‡q KvR Ki‡Qb Ggb ¯’vbxq we‡klÁ ev e¨w³‡`i mv¶vZKvi MÖnY KiwQ| msM…nxZ Gme Z_¨ Rjevqy cwieZ©b
msμvšÍ cÖKí cÖbqY, ev¯Íevqb Ges g~j¨vq‡bi Rb¨ e¨envi Kiv n‡e|
GB Rwi‡c AskMÖn‡Yi Rb¨ Avgiv ‰`ePqb wfwË‡Z Avcbv‡K wbe©vwPZ K‡iwQ| GB Rwi‡c Ask †bIqv m¤ú~Y©iƒ‡c
Avcbvi Dci wbf©i K‡i, hw` Avcwb AskMÖnY Ki‡Z bv Pvb Z‡e Avcbvi bvg evwZj Kivi AwaKvi Avcbvi i‡q‡Q|
Avcwb hv DËi w`‡”Qb Zv †Mvcb ivLv n‡e|
Avgiv Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ wewfbœ wel‡q †hgb Av_©-mvgvwRK Ges ivR‰bwZK cwiw¯’wZ, cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡ji
Avcbviv †hme Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ NUbvi gy‡LvgywL n‡q‡Qb Ges Zv †gvKv‡ejvi †KŠkj m¤ú‡K© Avcbvi
ch©‡e¶Y Ges gZvgZ Rvbvi Rb¨ wKQy cÖkœ Ki‡ev| GB Rwic m¤ú‡K© Avcbvi †Kvb cÖkœ Av‡Q wK?
Avcwb wK GB Rwic AskMÖnY Ki‡Z cÖ¯‘Z?

n¨v............... 0
bv................ 1

mv¶vZKvi mgvß

Z_¨ msMÖnKvixi bvg:---------------------------------------------- m¦vÿi:----------------------------------¯^vÿvZKvi ïiæi mgq:---------------------------------ZvwiL (w`b / gvm / eQi):----------/----------/--------1.1.2
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evwo‡Z KvR Kiv = 14, †eKvi = 15, eq¯‹/cÖwZeÜx/Amy¯’ = 16, g` Drcv`b I wewμ = 17, QvÎ/QvÎx=18, PvjK = 19, Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)
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b4=b„ZvwË¡K †Mvwô: 1= ev½vwj, 2= PvKgv, 3= wÎcyiv, 4= gvigv 5= ivLvBb, 6 = †¤ªv, 7 = Lywg, 8=cvsLyqv, 9 =ZbPsMv, 10 = eg, 11 = wLqvs, 12
= jymvB, 13 = PvK, 14 = Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)
b5=DËi`vZvi mv‡_ m¤úK©: 0=wbR 1= ¯^vgx, 2= ¯¿x 3= cyÎ, 4= Kb¨v, 5= fvwZRv/fvM‡b, 6= fvwZwR/fvMwb, 7= fvB, 8= †evb, 9= gv, 10= evev,
11= k¦ïi, 12= k¦vïox, 13= cyÎeay, 14= RvgvZv, 15= bvwZ/ bvZwb, 16= Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)
b6= wk¶vMZ †hvM¨Zv: 1= ¯‹y‡j hvqwb, 2= cÖvK cÖv_wgK, 3= cÖv_wgK (1-5), 4= gva¨wgK (6-10), 5= Gm.Gm.wm A_ev mggv‡bi, 6= GBP.Gm.wm
A_ev mggv‡bi, 7= mœvZK A_ev mggv‡bi, 8= mœvZKAËi ev mggvb, 9= ¯^v¶i cÖ`v‡b m¶g

μ:
bs

A. cwiev‡ii Av_© mvgvwRK Z_¨ :
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1. Rjevqy cwieZ©b m¤úwK©Z Z_¨
μ: bs

cÖkœ

1

Avcwb wK Rjevqy cwieZ©b m¤ú‡K© Rv‡bb?

1.1

MZ 5-10 eQ‡i Avcwb AvenvIqv / cwi‡e‡k †Kvb cwieZ©b j¶¨ K‡i‡Qb wK?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 1.3 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)
gvP©-‡g
el©vi Av‡M

1.2

1.3

1.4

hw` n¨vu nq,
Zvn‡j Avcwb
†Kvb ai‡bi
cwieZ©b j¶¨
K‡i‡Qb?
(GKvwaK DËi
n‡Z cv‡i)

†KvW
1
2
1

bv

2

A‡±veib‡f¤^i
el©vi ci

wW‡m¤^i‡deªæqvix
kxZ

ZvcgvÎv e„w×
ZvcgvÎv n«vm
e„wócvZ e„w×
e„wócvZ n«vm
eRªcvZ e„w×
eRªcvZ n«vm
Nb Nb AvenvIqv cwieZ©b (`y‡h©vM)
Nb Nb FZy cwieZ©b
Ab¨vb¨ (D‡jøL Kiæb)

†Kvb †Kvb NUbv‡K Avcwb Rjevqy
cwieZ©b e‡j g‡b K‡ib?
(GKvwaK DËi n‡Z cv‡i)

Rjevqy cwieZ©b m¤ú‡K© Avcwb ‡Kv_v
‡_‡K‡R‡b‡Qb/ wk‡L‡Qb?
(GKvwaK DËi n‡Z cv‡i)

1.5

Avcwb Gme cwieZ©‡bi KviY Rv‡bb wK?

1.6

n¨vu n‡j, Avcbvi g‡Z Rjevqy
cwieZ©‡bi KviY wK wK?
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eB cy¯ÍK †_‡K
GbwRI †_‡K
¯’vbxq RbcÖwZwbwai wbKU †_‡K
cwievi /eÜy/ AvZ¥x‡qi wbKU †_‡K
Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)
n¨vu
bv

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
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μ: bs

cÖkœ
GB `~‡h©vM KZ w`b cici N‡U?

1.7

Avcbv‡`i
GjvKvq †Kvb
†Kvb cÖvK…wZK
`~‡h©vM cÖvqB
N‡U?
(GKvwaK
DËi n‡Z
cv‡i)

DËi
cÖwZ eQi
GKevi

cÖwZ eQi
`yBevi

cÖvqB N‡U

gv‡S gv‡S N‡U

†KvW
Ab¨vb¨
(D‡jøL
Kiæb)

fvix e„wócvZ
AvKw¯§K eb¨v / cvnvwo Xj
mvB‡K¬vb/So
Liv
eR«cvZ
f~wgaŸm
wkjv e…wó

1.8

GB GjvKvq MZ 10 eQ‡i Kx Kx cÖavb cÖvK…wZK
`~‡h©vM N‡U‡Q?
(GKvwaK DËi n‡Z cv‡i)

f~wgaŸm

1

fvix e„wócvZ

2

AvKw¯§K eb¨v / cvnvwo Xj

3

mvB‡K¬vb/So

4

Liv

5

Ab¨vb¨ (D‡jøL Kiæb)
1.9

Avcwb wK Avcbvi GjvKvq m¤úªwZ N‡U hvIqv
cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©vM m¤ú‡K© wKQy ej‡Z cvi‡eb?

1.10

Gme cvÖK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi cÖfve wK wQj?

1.11

cÖvK…wZK `~‡hv©‡Mi d‡j Avcbv‡`i Rxe‡b wK
cwieZ©b N‡U‡Q?

1.12

1.13

Avcbvi GjvKvq Kviv me‡P‡q ‡ewk cÖvK…wZK
`~‡h©v‡Mi SywK‡Z i‡q‡Q? (GKvwaK DËi n‡Z
cv‡i)

bvix
wkï
cyiæl
cÖexY/eq¯‹ gvbyl/cwÖZeÜx

1
2
3
4

Avcwb ‡Kb g‡b Ki‡Qb ‡h Zviv SyuwK‡Z Av‡Q?
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2. RxebhvÎvi Dci Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi cÖfve
μ: bs

cÖkœ

DËi

†KvW

Avq I A_©‰bwZK Kg©Kv‡Ûi Dci cÖfve

2.1

Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi d‡j [ZvcgvÎvi cwieZ©b/cwi‡e‡ki
cwieZ©b/ AvenvIqvi cwieZ©b/AwZwi³ e„wócvZ / ‰ewkK
¦
DòZv e…w×i Kvi‡Y cwieZ©b] Kvi‡Y MZ 10 eQ‡i
Avcbvi RxweKvi Dr‡m †Kvb cwieZ©b n‡q‡Q wK?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.4 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

2.2

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j wK wK cwieZ©b n‡q‡Q?

2.3

D³ cwieZ©‡bi Kvib wK?

2.4

cvÖK…wZK `~‡h©vM wK Avcbvi RxweKvi Dr‡mi Dci ‡Kv‡bv
cÖfve ‡d‡j‡Q wK? (hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.6 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

2.5

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j wK wK cÖfve †d‡j‡Q?

2.6

Avcwb wK g‡b K‡ib †h Avcbvi RxweKvi DrmwU Rjevqy
cwieZ©b/ cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi gZ NUbvi mv‡_ Lvc
LvIqv‡Z m¶g?

n¨vu

1

bv
2

n¨vu

1

bv

2

n¨vu

1

bv

2

n¨vu

1

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j wKfv‡e GwU Lvc LvIqv‡Z m¶g?
2.7

2.8

hw` bv nq Z‡e Avcbvi cÖavb ‡ckvi Dci Rjevqy
cwieZ©b/cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi cÖfve wK wK?

2.9

Avcwb wK KL‡bv Rjevqy cwieZ©b/cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi
Kvi‡Y Avcbvi ‡ckv cwieZ©b K‡i‡Qb? (hw` bv nq Z‡e
2.13 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

2.10

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j Avcwb wK ‡Kvb ‡ckv ‡e‡Q
wb‡qwQ‡jb? ‡Kb?

2.11

Avcbvi GB bZyb ‡ckvwU wK cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi gZ NUbvi
mv‡_ Lvc LvIqv‡Z m¶g?

2.12

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j Gi KviY wK?
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μ: bs
2.13
2.13.1

cÖkœ
Avcbvi wK ‡Kv‡bv Avw_©K ‡mev (FY/mÂq cÖf…wZ) ‡bqvi
my‡hvM Av‡Q? (hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.16 bscÖkœ Kiæb)
Avcwb Avw_©K ‡mev (FY/mÂq cÖf…wZ) wb‡q‡Qb wK bv?
hw` n¨vu nq Z‡e ‡Kv_v ‡_‡K Avw_©K ‡mev (FY/mÂq
cf
Ö …wZ) wb‡q _v‡Kb? (GKvwaK DËi n‡Z cv‡i)

2.14

2.15

2.16

Gme Drm ‡_‡K Avcwb mvaviYZ wK wK Avw_©K ‡mev wb‡q
_v‡Kb? (GKvwaK DËi n‡Z cv‡i)

Avcbvi wK ‡Kv‡bv mÂq Av‡Q?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.18 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)
hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j Avcwb ‡Kv_vq mÂq K‡ib?

2.17

2.18

Avcwb wK ‡Kv‡bv FY wb‡q‡Qb?
hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j Avcwb ‡Kv_v ‡_‡K FY wb‡q‡Qb?

2.18.1

2.19

Rjevqy cwieZ©b/ cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j Avcbvi Avw_©K
‡mev cÖwßi my‡hv‡M Kx ‡Kv‡bv cwieZ©b G‡m‡Q? (hw` bv
nq Z‡e 2.22 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

DËi
n¨vu
bv

†KvW
1
2

n¨vu
bv
e¨vsK
GbwRI
¶y`ª FY weZiYKvixcÖwZôvb
mgevq
Ab¨vb¨ Avw_©K cÖwZôvb (wbw`©ó Kiæb)

1
2
1
2
3
4

e¨emv / KvR ïiæ Kivi Rb¨ ¶y`ª FY

1

Avq ea©bg~jK Kv‡Ri Dci cÖwk¶Y

2

M…n wbg©vY FY/ Znwej
Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)
n¨vu

3

bv
e¨vsK

2
1
2

MFI /NGO
mgevq

1

3

wb‡Ri evwo
Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)
n¨vu
bv

4

e¨vsK

1

MFI /NGO
mgevq
wb‡Ri evwo
Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)
n¨vu

2

Bv

1
2

3
4
1
2

2.20

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j wK ai‡bi cwieZ©b G‡m‡Q?
2.21
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μ: bs
2.22

cÖkœ
†mB cwieZ©‡bi Gi mv‡_ Lvc LvIqv‡bvi Rb¨ †Kvb
c`‡¶c wb‡q‡Qb wK?
Avcwb wK †Kvb mgevq mwgwZi m`m¨?

DËi
n¨vu
Bv

†KvW
1
2

(hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.25 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)
2.23

2.24

n¨vu
Bv

1
2

KwgDwbwU wK¬wbK
BDwbqb ¯v^¯¨’ †mev ‡K›`ª
bvix I wkï Kj¨vY †K›`ª
miKvwi nvmcvZvj
GbwRI cÖ`Ë ¯^v¯’¨‡mev
†emiKvwi ¯v^¯¨’ †mev / wPwKrm‡Ki
†P¤^vi/ wK¬wbK
KweivR / ‰e×
Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)
mvaviY ¯^v¯’¨‡mev
cR
Ö bb ¯^v¯¨’‡mev
wkï ¯v^¯¨’‡mev
Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)
n¨vu

1
2
3
4
5

¯^v¯’¨, cvwb I cqtwb¯‹vk‡bi Dci cÖfve
2.2 5

Avcwb mvaviYZ †Kv_v †_‡K ¯^v¯’¨‡mev wb‡q _v‡Kb?
(GKvwaK DËi n‡Z cv‡i)

2.26

Avcwb mvaviYZ wK wK ¯v^¯¨’‡mev wb‡q _v‡Kb?
(GKvwaK DËi n‡Z cv‡i)

2.27

Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi d‡j [ZvcgvÎvi cwieZ©b/cwi‡e‡ki
cwieZ©b/ AvenvIqvi cwieZ©b/AwZwi³ e…wócvZ/gvbem…ó
`~l‡Yi Kvi‡Y cwieZ©b/‰ewk¦K DòZv e…w×i Kvi‡Y
cwieZ©b] BZ¨vw`i Kvi‡Y Avcbvi ¯^v‡¯’¨i †Kvb ¶wZ
n‡q‡Q wK? (hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.29 bs cÖkœ Kiæb.)

2.28

hw` n¨vu nq Z‡e wKfv‡e?

2.29

Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y ¯^v¯’¨‡mev cÖwßi †¶‡Î †Kvb
cf
Ö ve c‡o‡Q?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.31 bs cÖkœ Kiæb.)
hw` n¨vu nq, Z‡e wK cÖfve c‡o‡Q?

2.30
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1
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3

1
Bv

2

n¨vu

1

Bv
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μ: bs
2.31

cÖkœ
Rjevqyi cwieZ©b ev cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j Avcbvi Ges
Avcbvi cwiev‡ii m`m¨‡`i ¯^v‡¯’¨i Dci ‡Kvb cÖfve
c‡o wK? (hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.33 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

DËi
ঁ

†KvW
1

না

2

Mfxi bjK~c
AMfxi bjK~c
cyKiy /b`x
e…wói cvwb msi¶Y K‡ib
mivmwi e…wói cvwb
SY©v/ wSwi/ Qiv
cvBc jvB‡bi cvwb
Kyqv
Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)
0-1 wK:wg:
1-2 wK:wg
2 wK:wg. Gi AwaK
Mfxi bjK~c
AMfxi bjK~c
cyKiy /b`x
e…wói cvwb msi¶Y K‡ib
mivmwi e…wói cvwb
SY©v/ wSwi/ Qiv
cvBc jvB‡bi cvwb
Kyqv
Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)
0-1 wK:wg:
1-2 wK:wg
2 wK:wg Gi AwaK
n¨vu

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

wK wK cÖfve c‡o‡Q?
2.32

Avcbvi cwiev‡ii Lvevi cvwbi cÖavb Drm wK?

2.33

2.34

Avcbvi evwo ‡_‡K Lvevi cvwbi cÖavb Dr‡mi `~iZ¡ KZ
wK. wg.

2.35

Avcbvi cwiev‡ii M…n¯v’wji Kv‡R e¨eüZ R‡ji caÖvb
Drm wK wK?
(GKvwaK DËi n‡Z cv‡i)

2.36

Avcbvi evwo ‡_‡K M…n¯’vwji cvwbi cÖavb Dr‡mi `~iZ¡
KZ wK. wg. ?

2.37

MZ 10 eQ‡i cvwbi Dr‡mi ‡Kvb cwieZ©b n‡q‡Q wKbv?

2.38

n¨vu n‡j , cwieZ©‡bi Kvib wK?

2.39

eQ‡ii ‡Kvb mgq Avcbvi GjvKvq cvwbi Afve ‡`L‡Z
cvb? ( ‡Kvb gvm ‡_‡K ‡Kvb gvm)

bv

1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
1
2
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μ: bs

cÖkœ

2.40

cvwbi Afv‡ei Kvib ¸wj wK wK?

2.41

GB cwiw¯’wZ Avcwb wKfv‡e ‡gvKv‡ejv K‡ib?

2.42

cvÖK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi mgq cvwbi m¼U nq wK?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.45 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

2.43

wK wK cvÖK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y cvwbi m¼U n‡qwQj?
(GKvwaK DËi n‡Z cv‡i)

2.44

Avcwb wKfv‡e ‡mB cwiw¯’wZ ‡gvKvwejv K‡iwQ‡jb?

2.45

Avcbvi evwo‡Z wK j¨vwU«b Av‡Q?

2.46

2.46.1

2.47

Avcbvi evwo‡Z wK ai‡bi j¨vwU«b i‡q‡Q?

j¨vwU«b wK e¨envi K‡ib?

†KvW

n¨vu

1

Bv

2

AvKw¯§K eb¨v/cvnvwo Xj
mvB‡Kv¬b/So
f~wgaŸm
Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)

1
2
3

n¨vu
Bv
‡mwÞK /¯^v¯’¨m¤§Z j¨vwU«b
KvuPv/ ‡Lvjv j¨vwU«b

1
2
1

Ad‡mU ev j¨vwU«‡bi g~j KvVv‡gv ‡_‡K
wcU `~‡i Aew¯’Z Ggb j¨vwU«b
wcU j¨vwU«b

2
3
4

Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)
n¨vu
bv

1
2

n¨vu
bv

1
2

bv Ki‡j, ‡Kb K‡ib bv?

2.48

cvÖK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y j¨vwU«b ¶wZMÖ¯Í n‡qwQj wK?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.50 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

2.49

hw` n¨vu nq, Z‡e Avcwb wKfv‡e ‡mB cwiw¯’wZ ‡gvKvwejv
K‡iwQ‡jb?

A‡evKvVv‡gvi Dci cÖfve
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μ: bs
2.50

2.51

cÖkœ
cvÖK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j Avcbvi GjvKvq AeKvVv‡gvi
(iv¯Ív / ‡mZy) Dci ‡Kvb cÖfve c‡o wK? (hw` bv nq Z‡e
2.53 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

GB AeKvVv‡gvMZ ¶wZ Øviv Avcwb ¶wZMÖ¯Í n‡q‡Qb wK?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.53 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

2.53

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j wKfv‡e ¶wZMÖ¯Í n‡q‡Qb?

2.54

Avcwb wKfv‡e ‡mB cwiw¯’wZ ‡gvKvwejv K‡iwQ‡jb?

bvixi RxebhvÎvi Dci cÖfve
Avcbvi cwiev‡i bvixiv wK ‡Kvb Avq ea©bg~jK Kv‡Ri
2.55
mv‡_ RwoZ?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.59 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)
2.56

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j wK ai‡bi?

2.57

GwU wK Rjevqy cwieZ©b/cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j cÖfvweZ
n‡q‡Q?

2.58

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j wKfv‡e cÖfvweZ n‡q‡Qb?

2.59

Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y Avcbvi cÖwZw`‡bi M…n¯’vwji
Kv‡Ri Dci ‡Kvb cÖfve c‡o‡Q?

2.61

†KvW

n¨vu

1

bv

2

n¨vu
bv

1
2

n¨vu

1

bv

2

n¨vu
bv

1
2

n¨vu

1

bv

2

n¨vu
Bv

1

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j wK cÖfve c‡o?

2.52

2.60

DËi

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j Zvi cÖfve wK?

cwiev‡ii Rb¨ cvwb msMÖn Kivi mgq Avcwb wK ‡Kvb
Amyweavi m¤§ywLb nb?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.62 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

2
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μ: bs

cÖkœ

2.62

n¨vu n‡j wK wK mgm¨vq c‡ob?

2.63

D³ mgm¨v ¸wj wKfv‡e ‡gvKv‡ejv K‡ib?

DËi

†KvW

Ab¨vb¨
2.64

2.65

2.66

cvÖK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y Avcbvi evwo KL‡bv ¶wZMÖ¯Í
n‡q‡Q wK? (hw` bv nq Z‡e 2_65 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

n¨vu

1

Bv

2

wbR¯^

1

Fvov

2

n¨vu n‡j, wK ai‡bi ¶wZ n‡qwQj?

Avcwb wK ai‡bi evwo‡Z evm K‡ib?

Ab¨vb¨ (D‡jøL Kiæb)
n¨vu

2.67

Avcbv‡K wK KL‡bv cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y wb‡Ri
evm¯’vb ‡_‡K ¯’vbvšÍwiZ n‡q wQ‡jb?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 2.69 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

1

bv

2

2.68

¯’vbvšÍwiZ n‡q _vK‡j wK wbR evwo‡Z wd‡i Avm‡Z
‡c‡iwQ‡jb?

n¨vu
bv

1
2

2.69

Avcwb wK KL‡bv cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y AvnZ n‡q‡Qb
ev AvNvZ ‡c‡q‡Qb?

2.70

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j AvNvZ KZUv ¸iæZi wQj?

2.71

‡mB AvNv‡Zi d‡j Avcbvi RxebhvÎvi Dci ‡Kvb cÖfve
c‡o‡Q wK?

n¨vu
bv
AZ¨šÍ ¸iæZi
¸iæZi
g v Sv wi
¸iæZi bq
n¨vu
bv

1
2
1
2
3
4
1
2

2.72

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j wK ai‡bi cÖfve c‡o‡Q?
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3.1

Serial

Avcbvi MZ
eQ‡ii
Drcvw`Z
dmj wK
wK?
(GKvwaK
DËi n‡Z
cv‡i)

gwiP (‡KwR)
Kwc (‡KwR)
AvL (wcP)
f~Æv (‡KwR)
mv`v wZj
(‡KwR)
Avg (‡KwR)
KvuVvj (wcP)
wgwó Kygov
(wcP)
Ab¨vb¨

ZvgvK (‡KwR)
‡cu‡c (‡KwR)
Kjv (Qov)
‡e¸b (‡KwR)
eiewU (‡KwR)
kmv (‡KwR)

njy` (‡KwR)

Avjy (‡KwR)
Wvj (‡KwR)
Av`v (‡KwR)

Avbvim (wcP)

avb- 1 (‡KwR)
avb- 2 (‡KwR)

Title/
Pattern
Question
†ivc‡bi
†Zvjvi/KvUvi
mgq (gv‡mi bvg) mgq

Ryg
Rwgi
cwigvY
Drcvw`Z dm‡ji
cwigvY
(‡KwR/wcP/Qov)

3. K…wl, nvm-gyiwM I cïm¤ú‡`i Dci Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi cÖfve m¤úwK©Z Z_¨
Ryg Qvov
†ivc‡bi mgq (gv‡mi †Zvjvi/KvUvi
Rwgi
bvg)
mgq
cwigvY

Drcvw`Z
dm‡ji
cwigvY
(‡KwR/wcP/Qov)
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μ: bs

cÖkœ

3.2

cvÖK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j dmj Drcv`‡b ‡Kv‡bv cÖfve c‡o wK?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 3.4 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

DËi

†KvW

n¨vu
bv
cÖvK…wZK `y‡h©vM

3.3

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j Kx ai‡bi cÖfve c‡o?

3.4

Avcwb dm‡ji exR ‡evbv Ges dmj KvUvi Av‡M cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi ‡Kvb c~e©vfvm
Rvb‡Z cv‡ib wK? (hw` bv nq Z‡e 3.6 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

1
dm‡ji bvg

n¨vu

3.5

3.6

3.7

bv

2
¶wZi cwigvb
(%)

1
2

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j ‡Kv_v ‡_‡K Rv‡bb?

K…wl Kv‡R e¨eüZ R‡ji cÖavb Drm Kx?

MZ 10 eQ‡i cvwbi Dr‡mi ‡Kvb cwieZ©b n‡q‡Q wKbv?

n¨vu n‡j , cwieZ©‡bi Kvib wK?
3.8
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Mfxi bjK~c
AMfxi bjK~c
b`x
e…wói cvwb msi¶Y
K‡ib
mivmwi e…wói cvwb
SYv©/ wSwi/ Qov
cvBc jvB‡bi cvwb
Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó
Kiæb)
n¨vu

1
2
3

bv

2

4
5
6
7

1
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μ: bs

3.9

3.10

cÖkœ

Avcwb dm‡ji Rb¨ DcKib / exR ‡Kv_v ‡_‡K wK‡bb?
(GKvwaK DËi n‡Z cv‡i)

Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y exR / DcKi‡Yi `v‡gi Dci Kx ai‡Yi cÖfve c‡o?

3.12

hw` `vg e…w× ev nªvm cvq Z‡e Zv Avcbvi Pvlvev‡`i ai‡Yi Dci ‡Kvb cÖfve ‡d‡j‡Q
wK? (hw` bv nq Z‡e 3.14 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

3.13

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j wKfv‡e?

3.14

Avcwb wK KL‡bv Rjevqy mnbkxj (Liv / eb¨v mnbkxj) exR m¤ú‡K© ï‡b‡Qb? (hw` bv
nq Z‡e 3.16 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

3.15

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j Avcwb ‡Kv_v ‡_‡K GB m¤ú‡K© ï‡b‡Qb?

3.16

Avcwb ‡hB exR e¨envi Ki‡Qb ‡mwU wK Rjevqy mnbkxj?

3.17

Avcwb wK Avcbvi dm‡ji b¨vh¨ g~j¨ cvb?

3.19

†KvW

GB cwiw¯’wZ Avcwb wKfv‡e ‡gvKv‡ejv K‡ib?

3.11

3.18

DËi

¯v’bxq evRvi
Dc‡Rjv evRvi
wWjvi
miKvwi `ßi
GbwRI
Ab¨vb¨
e…w× ‡c‡q‡Q
nªvm ‡c‡q‡Q
‡Kv‡bv cÖfve ‡bB
n¨vu

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
1

bv

2

n¨vu

1

bv

2

n¨vu
bv
n¨vu
bv

1
2
1

n¨vu

1

bv

2

2

hw` bv cvb, Zvn‡j Kx Kvi‡Y cvb bv?

cvÖK…wZK `y‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y Drcvw`Z dm‡ji g~‡j¨i ‡Kvb cwieZ©b nq wK? (hw` bv nq
Z‡e 3.21 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)
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μ: bs

cÖkœ

3.20

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j cÖPwjZ g~‡j¨i Zyjbvq GwU KZUv cwiewZ©Z nq?

3.21

Avcwb wK M…ncvwjZ cï, ïKi Ges nvum gyiwM cvj‡bi m‡½ RwoZ?

3.22

Avcbvi wK wK M…ncvwjZ cï Ges nvum gyiwM Av‡Q? (GKvwaK DËi n‡Z cv‡i)

3.23

Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi d‡j M…ncvwjZ cï Ges nvum gyiwMi Dci ‡Kvb cÖfve c‡o wK? (hw`
bv nq Z‡e 3.25 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

3.24

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j Kx ai‡bi cÖfve c‡o?

3.25

cï Lv‡`¨i Drm Kx?

3.26

Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y cï Lv‡`¨i Dr‡mi Dci ‡Kv‡bv cÖfve c‡o‡Q wK? (hw` bv nq
Z‡e 3.30 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

3.27

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j wKfv‡e?

3.28

GB Kvi‡Y Avcbvi wK Ab¨ ‡Kv‡bv Drm ev evRvi ‡_‡K Lv`¨ wKb‡Z n‡q‡Q? (hw` bv nq
Z‡e 3.30 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

3.29

Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y cï Lv‡`¨i `vg ‡e‡o‡Q wK?

3.30

‡Kv‡bv `~‡h©v‡Mi mgq Avcwb Avcbvi Mevw` cï, nvum-gyiwMi myi¶vi Rb¨ ‡Kvb e¨e¯’v
MÖnY K‡iwQ‡jb wK?
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DËi

†KvW

n¨vu

1

bv
ïKi
Miæ
QvMj
gyiMx
nvum
Ab¨vb¨ (D‡jLø
Kiæb)
n¨vu

2
1
2
3
4
5

bv

2

gvV/ cvnvo
¯v’bxq evRvi
evwo‡Z ‰Zix Lvevi
Ab¨vb¨

1
2
3

n¨vu

1

bv

2

n¨vu

1

bv
n¨vu
bv

2
1
2

1
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4. Rxe‰ewP‡Îi Dci Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi cÖfve
μ: bs

cÖkœ

4.1

Avcbvi GjvKvi/ m¤úª`v‡qi gvby‡li RxebhvÎvi Dci
Rxe ‰ewP‡Îi (MvQ Ges cÖvYx) ¸iæZ¡ m¤ú‡K© Avcbvi
gZvgZ w`b|

4.2

GB GjvKvq Rxe ‰ewP‡Îi Dci Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi ‡Kvb
cÖfve Av‡Q wK? (hw` bv nq Z‡e 4_4 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

4.3

hw` n¨vu nq Z‡e wK ai‡Yi cÖfve c‡o‡Q?

4.4

‡Kvb cÖRvwZi MvQ cvjvi Dci ‡bwZevPK cÖfve c‡o‡Q
wKbv? (hw` bv nq Z‡e 4_8 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

4.5

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j ‡Kvb ‡Kvb cÖRvwZi Mv‡Qi Dci?

4.6

‡Kvb cÖRvwZi RxeRš‘i Dci ‡Kv‡bv ‡bwZevPK cÖfve
c‡o‡Q wK?

4.7

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j ‡Kvb ‡Kvb RxeRš‘i Dci cÖfve
c‡o‡Q?

4.8

RxeRš‘ Ges Mv‡Qi Dci cÖfv‡ei d‡j Avcbvi GjvKvi
gvby‡li RxebhvÎvi Dci Kx ai‡Yi cÖfve c‡i‡Q?

DËi

†KvW

n¨vu

1

bv

2

n¨vu

1

bv

2

n¨vu
bv

1
2
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5. `y‡h©v‡Mi SyuwK wbimb, Awf‡hvRb Ges ¶wZ cÖkgb m¤úwK©Z Z_¨
μ: bs
`~‡h©vM msμvšÍ mnvqZv cvÖwß

5.1

cÖkœ

DËi

n¨vu
Avcbvi Rvbvg‡Z GB GjvKvq `y‡h©v‡Mi SyuwK wbimb
wel‡q KvR Ki‡Q Ggb ‡Kv‡bv miKvwi/‡emiKvwi cÖwZôvb
Av‡Q wK?
bv
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 5_6 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

†KvW

1
2

Avcwb MZ 5 eQ‡i ‡h `y‡h©v‡Mi gy‡LvgywL n‡q‡Qb Zvi ZvwjKv?
`~‡h©v‡Mi bvg

‡mev
`~‡h©vM PjvKvjxb mgq
‡mevi aiY
cÖwZôv‡bi bvg

`~‡h©vM NUvi Av‡M
‡mevi aiY
cÖwZôv‡bi bvg

`~‡h©vM NUvi c‡i
‡mevi aiY cÖwZôv‡bi bvg

5.2

5.3

Avcwb wK Gme cÖwZôvb ‡_‡K ‡Kvb Avw_©K mnvqZv cvb?

5.4

bv n‡j, Ab¨ ‡Kvb Drm ‡_‡K wK mnvqZv ‡c‡qwQ‡jb?
(‡hgb, eÜy evÜe/ AvZ¥xq¯^Rb/ cvov cÖwZ‡ekx)?

5.5
5.6

1
2

n¨vu

1

bv

2

n¨vu
bv

1

‡c‡q _vK‡j wK ai‡bi mnvqZv cvb ev ‡c‡qwQ‡jb?
Avcwb wK Avmbœ wech©‡qi ‡Kvb cÖv_wgK mZK©Zv cvb?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 5.8 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

5.7
hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j ‡Kv_v ‡_‡K cvb?

5.8

n¨vu
bv

Avcbvi GjvKvq ‡Kv‡bv `y‡h©vM AvkÖq‡K›`ª Av‡Q wK
‡hLv‡b Avcwb `y‡h©v‡Mi mgq ‡h‡Z cv‡ib? (hw` bv nq
Z‡e 5.10 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)
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‡iwWI
wUwf
‡gvevBj ‡dv‡bi ‡g‡mR
msev`cÎ
cwÖZ‡ekx
gmwR‡`i gvB‡K ‡NvlYv
`y‡h©vM KwgwU
¯’vbxq wewfbœ msMVb
/Bbw÷wUDU
Ab¨vb¨ D‡jøL Kiæb
n¨vu
bv

2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
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μ: bs

cÖkœ

5.9

n¨vu n‡j, ‡mBme AvkÖq ‡K‡›`ª bvix/wkï/e…×/ cÖwZeÜx‡`i
Rb¨ Avjv`v ‡Kvb myweav cvIqv hvq wKbv?

5.10

Avcwb wK ‡Kv_vI ‡_‡K `y‡h©v‡Mi SyuwK wbimY
(wWAviAvi) msμvšÍ ‡Kvb cÖwk¶Y ‡c‡q‡Qb?

n¨vu n‡j, Avcwb ‡Kv_v‡_‡K ‡mB cÖwk¶Y ‡c‡qwQ‡jb?
Avcwb wb‡R ‡_‡K `y‡h©v‡Mi SyuwK Kgv‡Z wK wK KvR K‡i
5.12 _v‡Kb?
GB SyuwK wbimb e¨e¯’v MÖnY, Avcbvi Rxeb I m¤ú`
5.13 myi¶vi Dci ‡Kvb BwZevPK cÖfve ‡d‡j‡Q wK? (hw` bv
nq Z‡e 5.15 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)
5.14 hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j wKfv‡e?
Awf‡hvRb Ges ¶wZ cÖkgb
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi mv‡_ Lvc LvIqv‡bvi Rb¨ Avcwb Ges
Avcbvi cwiev‡ii m`m¨iv KLbI ‡Kvb c`‡¶c MÖnY
5.15
K‡i‡Qb wK?
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 5.17 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

DËi

†KvW

n¨vu

1

bv
n¨vu

2

bv

2

n¨vu

1

bv

2

1

5.11

5.16

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j Avcwb Kx e¨e¯’v wb‡q‡Qb?

5.17

Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi cÖfve ‡gvKv‡ejv Kivi Rb¨ Avcbvi
GjvKvi gvbylRb GKmv‡_ ‡Kv‡bv c`‡¶c MÖnY K‡i‡Qb
wK? (‡hgb: Mv‡Qi Pviv ‡ivcY ev MvQ KvUv Kgv‡bv
BZ¨vw`)
(hw` bv nq Z‡e 5.19 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)

5.18
5.19
5.20

n¨vu
bv

n¨vu
bv

1
2

1
2

hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j Avcbviv Kx Kx e¨e¯’v wb‡q‡Qb?
Rjevqy Awf‡hvRb wb‡q ‡Kvb cÖwk¶Y ‡c‡q‡Qb wK? (hw`
bv nq Z‡e 5.21 bs cÖkœ Kiæb)
‡c‡q _vK‡j ‡Kv_v ‡_‡K ‡c‡qwQ‡jb?

5.21

Avcbvi Rvbvg‡Z GB GjvKvi gvby‡li Rjevqy
cwieZ©‡bi mv‡_ Lvc LvIqv‡bvi Rb¨ miKvwi cÖwZôvb/
GbwRI / bvMwiK mgvR (wmwfj ‡mvmvBwU) msMVbmg~‡ni
‡Kv‡bv cwiKíbv Av‡Q wK?

5.22

GB GjvKvq Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi cf
Ö ve nvªm Kivi Rb¨
Av‡iv wK wK Kiv ‡h‡Z cv‡i e‡j Avcwb g‡b K‡ib?

5.23

Avcbvi g‡Z GB `vwqZ¡¸‡jv Kv‡`i Dci _vK‡e?

n¨vu
bv

1
2

¯^v¶vZKvi †kl mgq--------Page 82

Annex II
Focused Group Discussion (FGD) Tool for Community People
Focused Group Discussion for Community People, MJF Bangladesh

GKwU msw¶ß f~wgKv cÖ`vb Kiæb Ges mv¶vZKvi`vZvi m¤§wZ wbb|
Avmmvjvgy-AvjvBKyg / Av`ve / n¨v‡jv| Avgvi bvgÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑ| gvby‡li Rb¨ dvD‡Ûkb bv‡gi GKwU GbwRIi n‡q
evsjv‡`‡ki cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡ji Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi MwZaviv, eZ©gvb cwiw¯’wZ Ges Gi cÖfve wb‡q KvR Ki‡Z
Avwg GLv‡b G‡mwQ| eZ©gv‡b Avgiv Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ Z_¨ msMÖn Ki‡Z G welqwU wb‡q KvR Ki‡Qb Ggb
¯’vbxq we‡klÁ ev e¨w³‡`i mv¶vZKvi MÖnY KiwQ| msM„nxZ Gme Z_¨ Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ cÖKí cÖbqY,
ev¯Íevqb Ges g~j¨vq‡bi Rb¨ e¨envi Kiv n‡e|
GB Rwi‡c AskMÖn‡Yi Rb¨ Avgiv ˆ`ePqb wfwË‡Z Avcbv‡K wbe©vwPZ K‡iwQ| GB Rwi‡c Ask †bIqv m¤ú~Yi© ƒ‡c
Avcbvi Dci wbf©i K‡i, hw` Avcwb AskMÖnY Ki‡Z bv Pvb Z‡e Avcbvi bvg evwZj Kivi AwaKvi Avcbvi i‡q‡Q|
Avcwb hv DËi w`‡”Qb Zv ‡Mvcb ivLv n‡e|
Avgiv Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ wewfbœ wel‡q †hgb Av_©-mvgvwRK Ges ivR‰bwZK cwiw¯’wZ, cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡ji
Avcbviv †hme Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ NUbvi gy‡LvgywL n‡q‡Qb Ges Zv †gvKv‡ejvi †KŠkj m¤ú‡K© Avcbvi
ch©‡e¶Y Ges gZvgZ Rvbvi Rb¨ wKQy cÖkœ Ki‡ev| GB Rwic m¤ú‡K© Avcbvi †Kvb cÖkœ Av‡Q wK?
Avcwb wK GB Rwic AskMÖnY Ki‡Z cÖ¯Z
‘ ?
bv .......0
mv¶vZKvi mgvß
nu¨v .......1
Z_¨ msMÖnKvixi bvg:-----------------------------------------------------------m¦vÿi:---------------------¯^vÿvZKvi ïiæi mgq-------------------------------------------1.1.1
ZvwiL (w`b / gvm / eQi):--------/-------/-----1.1.2
AskMÖnYKvix‡`i mvaviY Z_¨
bvg

eqm

wj½

MÖvg

†Rjv

Avcwb KZ
eQi GB
GjvKvq evm
Ki‡Qb?

†ckv

wkÿvMZ
†hvM¨Zv

b„ZvwË¡K
†Mvôx

†dvb bv¤^vi
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†ÿÎ

Av‡jv”P¨ welq









RxebhvÎvi
Dci Rjevqy
cwieZ©‡bi
cÖfve











Rjevqy
cwieZ©‡bi
Kvi‡Y ¯^v¯’¨,
cvwb Ges
m¨vwb‡Uk‡bi
Dci cÖfve












Ab¨vb¨






bvix‡`i
RxebhvÎvi
Dci cÖfve







mv¤úªwZK eQi¸wj‡Z, MZ 5- 10 eQ‡i Avcbviv AvenvIqv / cwi‡e‡k †Kvb cwieZ©b j¶¨ K‡i‡Qb wK?
Avcbv‡`i g‡Z, Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi KviY¸‡jv wK wK?
Avcbv‡`i g‡Z, Rjevqyy cwieZ©b Ges GB AÂ‡j N‡U hvIqv cÖvK…wZK `y‡h©v‡Mi g‡a¨ †Kvb ms‡hvM Av‡Q wK?
Avcbv‡`i GjvKvq †Kvb †Kvb cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©vM cÖvqB N‡U? GB `~‡h©vM KZ w`b cici N‡U?
Avcbv‡`i GjvKvq Kviv cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y †ewk Sywu K‡Z Av‡Q?
†Kb Zviv Sywu K‡Z Av‡Q e‡j g‡b Ki‡Qb?
cÖvK…wZK `y‡h©v‡Mi cÖavb cÖfve wK wK?
Avcbviv wKfv‡e †mB cwiw¯’wZi mv‡_ †gvKvwejv K‡i _v‡Kb?
GB GjvKvi gvby‡li DcvR©‡bi cÖavb Drm¸‡jv wK wK?
MZ 10 eQ‡i DcvR©‡bi cÖavb Drm cwiewZ©Z n‡q‡Q wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi d‡j Avcbv‡`i Av‡qi Drm †Kv‡bvfv‡e cÖfvweZ nq wK? wKfv‡e?
Rjevqy cwieZ©b ev cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j KL‡bv Avcbv‡`i gvwmK / ˆ`wbK Av‡qi wK wK ¶wZ n‡q‡Q? hw` n¨vu
nq, Zvn‡j wKfv‡e?
Avcbv‡`i g‡a¨ †KD wK KL‡bv Rjevqyy cwieZ©b/ cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y Avcbv‡`i †ckv cwieZ©b K‡i‡Qb?
GB GjvKvq Avw_©K †mevi wK wK Drm i‡q‡Q? (e¨vsK / GbwRI / ¶y`F
ª Y)
Rjevqy cwieZ©b/ cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j Avcbv‡`i Avw_©K †mev cÖvwßi my‡hv‡M wK wK cwieZ©b G‡m‡Q?
Avcbviv wK †Kvb mgevq mwgwZi †_‡K Avw_©K †mev †c‡q _v‡Kb?
Avcbviv mvaviYZ †Kv_v †_‡K ¯^v¯’¨‡mev wb‡q _v‡Kb?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi d‡j [ZvcgvÎvi cwieZ©b/cwi‡e‡ki cwieZ©b/ AvenvIqvi cwieZ©b/AwZwi³
e„wócvZ/gvbem„ó `~l‡Yi Kvi‡Y cwieZ©b/‰ewk¦K DòZv e„w×i Kvi‡Y cwieZ©b] BZ¨vw`i Kvi‡Y Avcbv‡`i ¯^v‡¯’¨i
†Kvb ¶wZ n‡q‡Q wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y ¯^v¯’¨‡mev cÖvwßi †¶‡Î †Kvb cÖfve c‡o‡Q?
cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y KL‡bv Avcbv‡`i cwievi ¶wZMÖ¯’ n‡q‡Q wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y cvwbi Drm¸wji Dci †Kvb cÖfve c‡i‡Q wK? wK ai‡bi cÖfve c‡i‡Q?
cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y Avcbv‡`i evwoi j¨vwUªb ¶wZMÖ¯Í n‡qwQj wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©b ev cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j Avcbv‡`i wb‡Ri Ges cwiev‡ii m`m¨‡`i ¯^v‡¯’¨i Dci †Kvb cÖfve
c‡o wK?
Avcbviv wKfv‡e †mB cwiw¯’wZ †gvKvwejv K‡ib?
Avcbv‡`i wK KL‡bv cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y wb‡Ri evm¯’vb †_‡K ¯’vbvšÍwiZ n‡Z n‡q‡Q?
Avcbv‡`i g‡a¨ †KD wK KL‡bv cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y AvnZ n‡q‡Qb ev AvNvZ †c‡q‡Qb?
cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j Avcbv‡`i mšÍvb‡`i wk¶vi Dci †Kvb cÖfve c‡o‡Q wK?
cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j Avcbv‡`i GjvKvq AeKvVv‡gvi (iv¯Ív/‡mZy) Dci †Kvb cÖfve c‡o wK?
Avcbv‡`i cwiev‡ii bvixiv wK †Kvb Avq ea©bg~jK Kv‡Ri mv‡_ RwoZ?
GwU wK Rjevhy cwieZ©b/cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j cÖfvweZ n‡q‡Q?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y bvix‡`i cÖwZw`‡bi M„n¯’vwji Kv‡Ri Dci wK ai‡bi cÖfve ci‡Q?
cwiev‡ii Rb¨ cvwb msMÖn Kivi mgq wK †Kvb Amyweavi m¤§ywLb nb?
D³ mgm¨v ¸wj wKfv‡e †gvKv‡ejv K‡ib?
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†ÿÎ
K…wl, nvm-gyiwM
I cïm¤ú‡`i
Dci Rjevqy
cwieZ©‡bi
cÖfve m¤úwK©Z
Z_¨

Av‡jv”P¨ welq















cve©Z¨ PÆM«vg
AÂ‡ji ms¯‹w… Z
I HwZ‡n¨i Dci
Rjevqy
cwieZ©‡bi c«fve
m¤úwK©Z Z_¨



Rxe‰ewP‡Îi
Dci Rjevqy
cwieZ©‡bi
cÖfve










Sywu K cÖkgb
†KŠkj /
Awf‡hvRb
m¤úwK©Z Z_¨
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GB GjvKvq Drcvw`Z cÖavb dmj¸‡jv wK wK?
GB GjvKvq †Kvb c×wZ‡Z K…wlKvR ev dmj Pvl Kiv nq?
Rjevqy cwieZ©b/ cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j dmj Drcv`‡b †Kvb cÖfve c‡o wK?
Avcbv‡`i †m‡Pi Rb¨ e¨eüZ cvwbi cÖavb Drm wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡b wK †m‡Pi cvwbi Dr‡mi †Kvb cwieZ©b G‡m‡Q?
Avcbviv dmj KvUvi Av‡M cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi †Kvb c~ev© fvm Rvb‡Z cv‡ib wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y exR / Bbcy‡Ui `v‡gi Dci Kx ai‡Yi cÖfve c‡o?
Avcbv‡`i g‡a¨ †KD wK Rjevqy mnbkxj (Liv mnbkxj) exR e¨envi K‡ib?
Rjevqy mnbkxj exR Kxfv‡e e¨envi Ki‡eb †m wel‡q KL‡bv †Kv‡bv ms¯’v Avcbv‡`i †Kv‡bv cÖwk¶Y cÖ`vb
K‡i‡Q wK?
cÖvK…wZK `y‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y evRv‡i dm‡ji g~‡j¨i †Kvb cwieZ©b nq wK?
Avcbviv wK wK ai‡bi Mevw` cï Ges nvum gyiwM cvj‡bi m‡½ m‡½ RwoZ?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi d‡j wK Mevw` cï, nvum-gyiwMi Dci †Kvb cÖfve c‡o? wK ai‡bi cÖfve?
†mB cwieZ©‡bi gKv‡ejvi Rb¨ Avcbviv wK wK c`‡¶c MÖnb K‡ib?
Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ NUbv cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡ji ms¯‹w… Z ev ixwZ-bxwZ ev AvPvi-Abyôv‡bi Dci cÖfve
†d‡j wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ NUbvi mv‡_ ms¯‹w… Z I HwZ‡n¨i Lvc LvIqv‡bvi Dcvq wK?

GB GjvKvi/m¤úª`v‡qi gvby‡li RxebhvÎvi Dci Rxe‰ewP‡Îi (MvQ Ges cÖvYx) ¸iæZ¡ m¤ú‡K© Avcbv‡`i gZvgZ
w`b|
GB GjvKvq Rxe‰ewP‡Îi Dci Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi †Kvb cÖfve Av‡Q wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y †Kvb cÖRvwZi MvQ cvjvi Dci cÖfve c‡o‡Q wKbv?
Rjevhy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y Ab¨vb¨ cÖRvwZi RxeRš‘i Dci †Kv‡bv cÖfve c‡o‡Q wK?
RxeRš‘ Ges Mv‡Qi Dci cÖfv‡ei d‡j Avcbv‡`i GjvKvi gvby‡li RxebhvÎvi Dci wK ai‡Yi cÖfve c‡i‡Q?
GB GjvKvq `y‡h©v‡Mi Sywu K wbimb msμvšÍ cÖ‡qvRbxq †mev cÖ`vb Ki‡Q Ggb †Kv‡bv miKvwi/‡emiKvwi cÖwZôvb
Av‡Q wK?
`y‡h©v‡Mi c~‡e©, `y‡h©v‡Mi mgq Ges `y‡h©v‡Mi c‡i Zviv wK ai‡bi mnvqZv cÖ`vb K‡i _v‡K?
Zv‡`i †`qv cwi‡lev¸wj‡Z †Kv‡bv NvUwZ Av‡Q wK?
†Kv‡bv cÖwZôv‡bi KvQ †_‡K mnvqZv †bqv Qvov Avcwb wb‡R ‡_‡K `y‡h©v‡Mi Sywu K n«vm Ki‡Z Kx Kx c`‡¶c wb‡q
_v‡Kb?
Avcbv‡`i Rvbvg‡Z GB GjvKvi gvby‡li Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi mv‡_ LvcLvIqv‡bvi Rb¨ miKvwi cÖwZôvb/ GbwRI
/ bvMwiK mgvR (wmwf †mvmvBwU) msMVbmg~‡ni †Kv‡bv cwiKíbv Av‡Q wK? `y‡h©v‡Mi Sywu K n«vm Kivi Rb¨ miKvwi
/ †emiKvwi cÖwZôvbmg~n wK wK e¨e¯’v wb‡q‡Q?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi cÖfve †gvKv‡ejv Kivi Rb¨ Avcbviv GjvKvi gvbylRb GKmv‡_ †Kv‡bv c`‡¶c MÖnY K‡i‡Qb
wK? (†hgb: Mv‡Qi Pviv †ivcY ev MvQ KvUv Kgv‡bv BZ¨vw`)
GB GjvKvqy Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi cÖfve n«vm Kivi Rb¨ Av‡iv wK wK Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i e‡j Avcbviv g‡b K‡ib?
Kviv Ges wKfv‡e Gi `vwqZ¡ wb‡Z cv‡i e‡j Avcwb g‡b K‡ib?
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Annex III
In-depth Interview Tool for Life Story
In-depth Interview for Life Story, MJF Bangladesh
GKwU msw¶ß f~wgKv cÖ`vb Kiæb Ges mv¶vZKvi`vZvi m¤§wZ wbb|
Avmmvjvgy-AvjvBKyg / Av`ve / n¨v‡jv| Avgvi bvg--------------------------| gvby‡li Rb¨ dvD‡Ûkb bv‡gi GKwU
GbwRIi n‡q evsjv‡`‡ki cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡ji Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi MwZaviv, eZ©gvb cwiw¯’wZ Ges Gi cÖfve wb‡q
KvR Ki‡Z Avwg GLv‡b G‡mwQ| eZ©gv‡b Avgiv Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ Z_¨ msMÖn Ki‡Z GKwU Rwic cwiPvjbv
KiwQ| Rwi‡ci cvkvcvwk GB GjvKvi gvby‡li e¨w³MZ Rxe‡b Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi cÖfve fvjfv‡e eyS‡Z Avgiv wKQy
mv¶vrKviI MÖnY KiwQ| msM„nxZ Gme Z_¨ Rjevqyy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ cÖKí cÖYqb, ev¯Íevqb Ges g~j¨vq‡bi Rb¨
e¨envi Kiv n‡e|
GB Rwi‡c AskMÖn‡Yi Rb¨ Avgiv ˆ`ePqb wfwË‡Z Avcbv‡K wbe©vwPZ K‡iwQ| GB Rwi‡c Ask †bIqv m¤ú~Yi© ƒ‡c
Avcbvi Dci wbf©i K‡i, hw` Avcwb AskMÖnY Ki‡Z bv Pvb Z‡e Avcbvi bvg evwZj Kivi AwaKvi Avcbvi i‡q‡Q|
Avcwb hv DËi w`‡”Qb Zv †Mvcb ivLv n‡e|
Avgiv Avcbvi Lvbvi Z_¨, Av_©-mvgvwRK Ges ivR‰bwZK cwiw¯’wZ, Avcbviv ‡hme Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ NUbvi
gy‡LvgywL n‡q‡Qb Ges Zv †gvKv‡ejvi †KŠkj m¤ú‡K© cÖkœ Ki‡ev| GB Rwic m¤ú‡K© Avcbvi †Kvb cÖkœ Av‡Q wK?
Av‡jvPbv Kivi mgq Avgiv wKQy Qwe Zyje Ges mg¯Í Av‡jvPbv wj‡L ivLe, hw` Avcbvi †Kvb AvcwË _v‡K Z‡e
Avgv‡`i Rvbv‡Z cv‡ib|
Avcwb wK GB Rwic AskMÖnY Ki‡Z cÖ¯Z
‘ ?
bv .......0
nu¨v .......1

mv¶vZKvi mgvß

Z_¨ msMÖnKvixi bvg:-----------------------------------------------------------m¦vÿi:---------------------¯^vÿvZKvi ïiæi mgq-------------------------------------------1.1.1
ZvwiL (w`b / gvm / eQi):--------/-------/-----1.1.2
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Socio Economic Data of the Respondent:
Serial No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Identification
bvg
eqm
wj½
MÖvg
Dc‡Rjv
†Rjv
wk¶v

Pattern

1. cyiæl












8

†ckv




















9.

Av‡qi cÖavb Drm

10.

†Kvb Avw`evmx m¤úª`vq

11.

DËi `vZv wK cwiev‡ii cÖavb

12.

GB cwiev‡ii m`m¨ msL¨v

13.

†dvb b¤^i
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2. gwnjv

3. Z…Zxq wj½

wbi¶i
cÖvK cÖv_wgK
cÖv_wgK cvm
gva¨wgK (6-10)
GmGmwm I mggvb
GBPGmwm I mggvb
AvÛvi MÖvRy‡qkb I mggvb
mœvZK I mggvb
mœvZ‡KvËi I mggvb
¯^v¶i w`‡Z m¶g
K…lK
djR evMvb/djg~j Pvl
cvnvox mewR msMÖn K‡i wewμ
K…wl kÖwgK
AK…wl kÖwgK
PvKyix
e¨emv
¯’vqx PvKyix †bB
M„wnYx/ M„xn¯’wji KvR
n¯Í/ KywUi wkí/ †mjvB
nvum gyiwM/ cï cvjb
gvQ Pvl
gvQ aiv/ ‡R‡j
A‡b¨i evwo‡Z KvR Kiv
†eKvi
eq¯‹/cÖwZeÜx/Amy¯’
g` Drcv`b I wewμ
Ab¨vb¨ (wbw`©ó Kiæb)

n¨vu

bv
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†ÿÎ
Rjevqy
cwieZ©‡bi
cÖfve m¤ú‡K©
aviYv I Ávb

Av‡jv”P¨ welq













Rjevqy
cwieZ©b Kvi‡Y
RxweKvi Dci
cÖfve









Rjevqy
cwieZ©‡bi
Kvi‡Y ¯^v¯’¨,
cvwb Ges
m¨vwb‡Uk‡bi
Dci cÖfve












Ab¨vb¨






bvix‡`i
RxebhvÎvi
Dci cÖfve

mv¤úªwZK w`b ev eQi¸‡jv‡Z (MZ 5-10 eQ‡i) AvenvIqv/ cwi‡e‡k †Kvb †Kvb ai‡bi cwieZ©b j¶¨ K‡i‡Qb?
Av‡Mi w`b¸‡jvi †_‡K wK eZ©gv‡b ZvcgvÎv e…w× ev n«vm cv‡”Q?
Avcbvi g‡Z GB cwieZ©‡bi KviY ¸‡jv wK wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©b ej‡Z Avcwb wK †ev‡Sb?
Rjevqy cwieZ©b m¤ú‡K© Avcwb †Kv_v †_‡K †R‡b‡Qb/wk‡L‡Qb?
Avcbvi g‡Z, Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi KviY Kx?
Avcbvi GjvKvq cÖavb cÖvK…wZK `y‡h©vM¸wj wK wK hv cÖvqkB N‡U?
KZ w`b ci ci N‡U?
Avcbvi g‡Z GB GjvKvq MZ 10 eQ‡i wK wK ¸iæZi Rjevqy cwieZ©b ev cÖvK…wZK `y‡h©v‡Mi NUbv N‡U‡Q?
Avcwb wK mv¤úªwZK Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi ‡Kvb NUbv m¤ú‡K© Avgv‡`i ej‡Z cv‡ib?
†mB NUbvi g~L¨ cÖfve wK wQj?
Avcbvi cwiev‡i, Rjevqy cwieZ©b ev cÖvK…wZK `y‡h©v‡Mi NUbvq me‡P‡q Sywu Kc~Y© m`m¨ †K Ges Avcbvi g‡Z †Kb
†m Sywu Kc~Y?©
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y Avcbvi ¯^vfvweK Rxe‡b cÖfve ¸‡jv wK wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi NUbvq Avcbvi Av‡qi Dr‡mi Dci †Kvb cÖfve c‡o‡Q wK? n¨vu n‡j, wKfv‡e?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi cÖfve¸wji cÖwZK~j cÖfv‡ei Kvi‡Y Avcwb wK KLbI Avcbvi DcvR©b Drm cwieZ©b K‡i‡Qb?
n¨vu n‡j, Avcwb †Kvb †ckv †e‡Q wb‡q‡Qb ? Ges †Kb ?
GB GjvKvq Avw_©K †mevi Kx Kx Drm i‡q‡Q ? (e¨vsK / GbwRI / ¶y`F
« Y)
Avcbvi wK †Kvb mgevq mwgwZi †_‡K Avw_©K †mev †c‡q _v‡Kb?
Rjevqyy cwieZ©b/ cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j Avcbv‡`i Avw_©K †mev cÖvwßi my‡hv‡M wK wK cwieZ©b G‡m‡Q?
Avcwb mvaviYZ †Kv_v †_‡K ¯^v¯’¨‡mev wb‡q _v‡Kb?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi d‡j [ZvcgvÎvi cwieZ©b/cwi‡e‡ki cwieZ©b/ AvenvIqvi cwieZ©b/AwZwi³
e„wócvZ/gvbem„ó `~l‡Yi Kvi‡Y cwieZ©b/‰ewk¦K DòZv e„w×i Kvi‡Y cwieZ©b] BZ¨vw`i Kvi‡Y Avcbv‡`i mv‡¯’¨i
†Kvb ¶wZ n‡q‡Q wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y ¯^v¯’¨‡mev cÖvwßi †¶‡Î †Kvb cÖfve c‡o‡Q wK?
cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y KL‡bv Avcbvi cwievi ¶wZMÖ¯’ n‡q‡Q wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y cvwbi Drm¸wji Dci †Kvb cÖfve c‡o‡Q wK? wK ai‡bi cÖfve c‡i‡Q?
cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y Avcbv‡`i evwoi j¨vwUªb ¶wZMÖ¯’ n‡qwQj wK?
Rjevqyi cwieZ©b ev cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j Avcbv‡`i wb‡Ri Ges cwiev‡ii m`m¨‡`i ¯^v‡¯’¨i Dci †Kvb cÖfve
c‡o wK?
Avcwb wKfv‡e †mB cwiw¯’wZ †gvKvwejv K‡iwQ‡jb?
cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j Avcbvi mšÍvb‡`i wk¶vi Dci †Kvb cÖfve c‡o‡Q wK?
cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j Avcbvi GjvKvq AeKvVv‡gvi (iv¯Ív/ †mZy) Dci †Kvb cÖfve c‡o wK?
Avcbvi wK KL‡bv cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y wb‡Ri evm¯’vb †_‡K ¯’vbvšÍwiZ n‡Z n‡q‡Q?
Avcwb wK KL‡bv cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y AvnZ n‡q‡Qb ev AvNvZ †c‡q‡Qb?






Avcwb/Avcbvi cwiev‡i bvixiv wK †Kvb Avq ea©bg~jK Kv‡Ri mv‡_ RwoZ?
GwU wK Rjevqy cwieZ©b/ cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j cÖfvweZ n‡q‡Q?
Rjevhy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y bvix‡`i/Avcbvi cÖwZw`‡bi M„n¯’vwji Kv‡Ri Dci wK ai‡bi cÖfve ci‡Q?
cwiev‡ii Rb¨ cvwb msMÖn Kivi mgq wK †Kvb Amyweavi m¤§ywLb nb?
D³ mgm¨v ¸wj wKfv‡e †gvKv‡ejv K‡ib?
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†ÿÎ

Av‡jv”P¨ welq

Rxe‰ewP‡Îi
Dci Rjevqy
cwieZ©‡bi
cÖfve



Rjevqy
cwieZ©‡bi
mv‡_ Lvc
LvIqv‡bvi
†KŠkj msμvšÍ
Z_¨
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GB GjvKvi/ m¤úª`v‡qi gvby‡li RxebhvÎvi Dci Rxe‰ewP‡Îi (MvQ Ges cÖvYx) ¸iZ¡ m¤ú‡K© Avcbv‡`i gZvgZ
w`b|
GB GjvKvq Rxe‰ewP‡Îi Dci Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi ‡Kvb cÖfve Av‡Q wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y †Kvb cÖRvwZi MvQ cvjvi Dci cÖfve c‡o‡Q wKbv?

Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y Ab¨vb¨ cÖRvwZi RxeRš‘i Dci †Kv‡bv cÖfve c‡o‡Q wK?

RxeRš‘ Ges Mv‡Qi Dci cÖfv‡ei d‡j Avcbvi GjvKvi gvby‡li RxebhvÎvi Dci wK ai‡Yi cÖfve c‡i‡Q?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi NUbv ev cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi ¶wZ Kgv‡bvi Rb¨ Avcwb wK †Kv‡bv c~ev© fvm †c‡q _v‡Kb?
hw` n¨vu nq, Zvn‡j †Kvb †Kvb NUbvi Rb¨ Avcwb AvenvIqvi c~ev© fvm †c‡q _v‡Kb?
 mvaviYZ Avcwb wKfv‡e c~ev© fvm ‡c‡q _v‡Kb?
 AvenvIqvi c~ev© fvm cvIqvi ci Avcwb Ges Avcbvi cwiev‡ii m`m¨iv Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ NUbv ev
cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi ¶wZ Kgv‡bvi Rb¨ wK wK c`‡¶c wb‡q _v‡Kb?
 Avcbvi cwiev‡ii me‡P‡q Sywu Kc~Y© m`m¨‡`i ¶wZ Kgv‡bvi Rb¨ Avcwb ‡KvbI wbw`©ó †KŠkj/c`‡¶c MÖnY
K‡i‡Qb wK?
 Avcwb wK KL‡bv Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ ¶wZ/NUbv¸wj n«vm Kivi Rb¨ e¨w³MZfv‡e †Kvb c`‡¶c MÖnY
K‡i‡Qb?
 Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi NUbvi Kvi‡Y ev cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi ¶wZi cwigvY Kgv‡bvi Rb¨ Avcwb wK KL‡bv †Kv‡bv
cÖwZôvb/Drm †_‡K †Kvb Avw_©K mnvqZv †c‡q‡Qb?
 Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi NUbv ev cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi d‡j ¶wZMÖ¯’ nIqvi ci Avcwb/Avcbvi m¤úª`vq/mgvR †_‡K
†Kvb mnvqZv †c‡q‡Qb wK?
 Avcbvi Rvbv g‡Z miKvi ev †Kvb GbwRI KL‡bv Avcbvi m¤úª`v‡qi / mgv‡Ri RbM‡bi mv‡_ Rjevqy
cwieZ©‡bi mv‡_ Lvc LvIqv‡bvi cwiKíbv m¤ú‡K© K_v e‡j‡Q wK?
 Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi mv‡_ Lvc LvIqv‡bvi †KŠkj AbymiY K‡i Avcwb Avcbvi ¶wZ/`yej
© Zv Kgv‡Z m¶g
n‡q‡Qb? GUv wK Avcbvi Av‡q †Kvb BwZevPK cÖfve ‡d‡j‡Q?
 GUv wK Avcbvi cwiev‡ii DbœwZi my‡hvM e„w× K‡i‡Q?
 GB GjvKvq Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi ¶wZ/ cÖfve n«vm Kivi Rb¨ Av‡iv Kx Kiv ‡h‡Z cv‡i e‡j g‡b K‡ib?
Avcbvi civgk© I gZvgZ †`Iqvi Rb¨ Aby‡iva KiwQ?
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Annex IV
Key Informant Interview Tool for Local Expert
Key Informant Interview for Local Expert, MJF Bangladesh.

GKwU msw¶ß f~wgKv c«`vb Kiæb Ges mv¶vZKvi`vZvi m¤§wZ wbb|
Avmmvjvgy-AvjvBKyg / Av`ve / n¨v‡jv| Avgvi bvgÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑ| gvby‡li Rb¨ dvD‡Ûkb bv‡gi GKwU GbwRIi n‡q
evsjv‡`‡ki cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡ji Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi MwZaviv, eZ©gvb cwiw¯’wZ Ges Gi cÖfve wb‡q KvR Ki‡Z
Avwg GLv‡b G‡mwQ| eZ©gv‡b Avgiv Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ Z_¨ msMÖn Ki‡Z G welqwU wb‡q KvR Ki‡Qb Ggb
¯’vbxq we‡klÁ ev e¨w³‡`i mv¶vZKvi MÖnY KiwQ| msM„nxZ Gme Z_¨ Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ cÖKí cÖbqY,
ev¯Íevqb Ges g~j¨vq‡bi Rb¨ e¨envi Kiv n‡e|
GB Rwi‡c AskMÖn‡Yi Rb¨ Avgiv ˆ`ePqb wfwË‡Z Avcbv‡K wbe©vwPZ K‡iwQ| GB Rwi‡c Ask †bIqv m¤ú~Yi© ƒ‡c
Avcbvi Dci wbf©i K‡i, hw` Avcwb AskMÖnY Ki‡Z bv Pvb Z‡e Avcbvi bvg evwZj Kivi AwaKvi Avcbvi i‡q‡Q|
Avcwb hv DËi w`‡”Qb Zv †Mvcb ivLv n‡e|
Avgiv Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ wewfbœ wel‡q †hgb Av_©-mvgvwRK Ges ivR‰bwZK cwiw¯’wZ, cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡ji
Avcbviv †hme Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ NUbvi gy‡LvgywL n‡q‡Qb Ges Zv †gvKv‡ejvi †KŠkj m¤ú‡K© Avcbvi
ch©‡e¶Y Ges gZvgZ Rvbvi Rb¨ wKQy cÖkœ Ki‡ev| GB Rwic m¤ú‡K© Avcbvi †Kvb cÖkœ Av‡Q wK?
Avcwb wK GB Rwic AskMÖnY Ki‡Z cÖ¯Z
‘ ?
bv .......0
nu¨v .......1

mv¶vZKvi mgvß

Z_¨ msMÖnKvixi bvg:------------------------------------------m¦vÿi:-------------------------¯^vÿvZKvi ïiæi mgq---------------------ZvwiL (w`b / gvm / eQi):--------/-------/-----General Information

bvg
eqm
wj½
cÖwZôv‡bi bvg
c`we
†dvb
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†ÿÎ
cve©Z¨ PÆM«vg
AÂ‡j cÖwZôv‡bi
wewfbœ Kvh©μg
m¤úwK©Z Z_¨
cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg
AÂ‡ji
cwi‡ek Ges
Zvi Dci
Rjevqy
cwieZ©‡bi
cÖfve m¤úwK©Z
Z_¨

Av‡jv”P¨ welq

















Rxe ˆewPÎ
m¤úwK©Z Z_¨









Rjevqy
cwieZ©b NUbvi
mv‡_ Lvc
LvIqv‡bvi
cÖwμqv m¤úwK©Z
Z_¨
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Avcwb Avcbvi cÖwZôv‡bi †Kvb wefvM/cÖ‡R‡±i Aax‡b Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ welq wb‡q KvR K‡ib?
cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡j Avcbvi cÖwZôv‡bi Kv‡Ri †¶Î m¤ú‡K© ejyb?
GB AÂ‡ji gvbyl‡`i‡K Avcbviv †hme †mev w`‡q _v‡Kb Zvi mv‡_ Avcbvi cÖwZôv‡bi Kvh©μg¸wj Kxfv‡e
m¤úwK©Z?
cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡j, MZ 10 eQ‡i Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi †h MwZaviv Avcwb j¶¨ K‡i‡Qb †m m¤ú‡K© ejyb?
Dbœqb Kg©Kv‡Ûi Kvi‡Y GB AÂ‡j RbM‡Yi RxebhvÎvq wK wK cwieZ©b n‡q‡Q?
cwi‡ek / Rjevqy / AvenvIqvi cwieZ©‡bi d‡j wK wK cwieZ©b N‡U‡Q?
Avcbvi g‡Z, Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi cÖavb KviY ¸‡jv wK wK ?
cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡ji D‡jøL‡hvM¨ Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ NUbv ev cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©vM m¤ú‡K© ejyb?
cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡ji †Kvb †Kvb GjvKv me‡P‡q †ewk Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi SywK‡Z i‡q‡Q e‡j Avcwb g‡b K‡ib?
AZx‡Zi Zyjbvq cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡ji ZvcgvÎv cwiewZ©Z n‡q‡Q wK?
cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡j m¯úªwZ N‡U‡Q Ggb wKQy cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©vM (f~wgaŸm, AvKw¯§K eb¨v / cvnvwo Xj, Ges
N~wY©So) m¤ú‡K© AbyMnÖ K‡i ejyb?
Rjevqy cwieZ©b msμvšÍ NUbv ev cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©vM Kxfv‡e GB AÂ‡j emevmiZ gvby‡li wbqwgZ RxebhvÎvq
cÖfve †d‡j?
cÖvK…wZK `~‡h©v‡Mi Kvi‡Y Avcbvi Rvbvg‡Z ‡Kv‡bv GjvKvi †jv‡Kiv Zv‡`i wbR GjvKv †Q‡o Ab¨Î P‡j †M‡Q
Ggb †Kv‡bv †iKW© Av‡Q wK?
Avcbvi Rvbvg‡Z AZx‡Zi Zyjbvq A‰ea e„¶ wbab e„w× ‡c‡q‡Q bvwK n«vm †c‡q‡Q?
GB GjvKvi/ m¤úª`v‡qi gvby‡li RxebhvÎvi Dci Rxe‰ewP‡Îi (MvQ Ges cÖvYx) ¸iæZ¡ m¤ú‡K© Avcbv‡`i gZvgZ
w`b|
GB GjvKvq Rxe‰ewP‡Îi Dci Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi ‡Kvb cÖfve Av‡Q wK?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y †Kvb cÖRvwZi MvQ cvjvi Dci cÖfve c‡o‡Q wKbv?
Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi Kvi‡Y Ab¨vb¨ cÖRvwZi RxeRš‘i Dci †Kv‡bv cÖfve c‡o‡Q wK?
RxeRš‘ Ges Mv‡Qi Dci cÖfv‡ei d‡j Avcbvi GjvKvi gvby‡li RxebhvÎvi Dci wK ai‡Yi cÖfve c‡o‡Q?
eZ©gv‡b †Kvb †Kvb cÖwZôvb cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡j `~‡h©v‡Mi Sywu K n«vm Kivi e¨vcv‡i mnvqZv cÖ`vb Ki‡Q?
Gme cÖwZôvb `~‡h©v‡Mi Sywu K (`y‡h©v‡Mi c~‡e©, `y‡h©v‡Mi mgq Ges `y‡h©v‡Mi c‡i) n«vm Kivi e¨vcv‡i wK wK mnvqZv
cÖ`vb Ki‡Q?
Gme cÖwZôv‡bi †`qv cwi‡lev ¸wj‡Z †Kv‡bv dvuK ev NvUwZ Av‡Q wK?
GB GjvKvq Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi mv‡_ Lvc LvIqv‡bvi Rb¨ miKvwi cÖwZôvb/ GbwRI / bvMwiK mgvR (wmwfj
†mvmvBwU) msMVbmg~n wK wK D‡`¨vM wb‡q‡Q?
Gme D‡`¨v‡Mi g‡a¨ †Kv‡bv avivevwnKZvi Afve ev NvUwZ Av‡Q wK?
`~‡h©v‡Mi Sywu K n«vm Kivi e¨vcv‡i Avcwb ev Avcbvi cÖwZôvb wK wK mnvqZv cÖ`vb Ki‡Qb?
cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡j ev GB GjvKvi gvby‡li Rb¨ Avcwb ev Avcbvi cÖwZôvb `y‡h©v‡Mi c~‡e©, `y‡h©v‡Mi mgq Ges
`y‡h©v‡Mi c‡i mywbw`©ó wK wK mnvqZv cÖ`vb K‡i‡Qb?
Avcbvi cÖwZôv‡bi †`qv cwi‡lev ¸wj‡Z †Kv‡bv dvuK ev NvUwZ Av‡Q wK? _vK‡j Zv wK wK?
Av‡iv fvjfv‡e †mev cÖ`v‡bi Rb¨ Avcbvi cÖwZôv‡bi †Kv‡bv mnvqZv cÖ‡qvRb Av‡Q wK?
cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡j Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi mv‡_ Kvh©Ki fv‡e Lvc LvIqv‡bv wbwðZ Kivi Rb¨ wK wK bxwZgvjv
i‡q‡Q?
Avcbvi g‡Z, Gme bxwZi g‡a¨ avivevwnKZvi NvUwZ ¸wj wK wK?
GB GjvKvi gvbyl `~‡h©v‡Mi Sywu K (`y‡h©v‡Mi c~‡e©, `y‡h©v‡Mi mgq Ges `y‡h©v‡Mi c‡i) n«vm Kivi e¨vcv‡i wK wK
cÖwμqv AbymiY K‡i?
`~‡h©v‡Mi Sywu K †gvKv‡ejv †KŠkj MÖnY Kivi ci cve©Z¨ PÆMÖvg AÂ‡j emevmKvix gvby‡li RxebhvÎvi Dci cÖfve
wK?
fwel¨‡Z Rjevqy cwieZ©b †gvKv‡ejv msμvšÍ Av‡iv wK wK c`‡¶c MÖnY Kiv DwPr e‡j Avcwb g‡b K‡ib? Kviv
Ges wKfv‡e Gi `vwqZ¡ wb‡Z cv‡i e‡j Avcwb g‡b K‡ib?

